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Midterm elections: Democrats take Senate, Republicans sweep House
Ballot shortage at Bridgeport polls angers voters
Elizabeth Fish 
News Editor
The polls have died down since the 
elections last Tuesday, Nov. 2, and the 
highly anticipated results are finally in. The 
election named senators, members of the 
House of Representatives, and governors 
in various states throughout the country.
One major change that swept the na­
tion was the election of a republican major­
ity to the house of representatives, accord­
ing to the Huffington Post.
“There was a national wave towards 
the Republicans [in the house of repre­
sentatives], but not for Coimecticut,” said 
Dr. Gary Rose, professor and chair of the 
department of government and politics. 
“Coimecticut is a very blue state. We didn’t 
get pulled into the national trend.”
f Democratic candidate Jinririimes was 
elected for his second term in the house of 
representatives for Connecticut, defeating 
Republican candidate Dan Debicella for 
the Bridgeport area. According to the Con­
necticut Post, Himes beat Debicella by six 
percent, with Himes receiving 53 percent 
of the votes, as opposed to Debicella’s 47 
percent.
As far as the overall now-republican 
majority in the house of representatives, 
“It’s a big win for republicans. Democrats 
lost 14 seats in the state House,” said Rose.
Some students at Sacred Heart Uni­
versity students think that the Republican 
majority in the house of representatives is 
a shift away fi'om the views of President 
Barack Obama.
“Republicans taking over the house 
of representatives shows just how much 
Obama supporters have moved on,” said 
senior Diana Fabrizio.
Even though a Republican majority 
was elected to the house of representatives, 
the election results show that the senate is 
mostly democratic.
In the Connecticut race for the Senate, 
Democratic candidate Richard Blumenthal 
competed against Republican Linda Mc­
Mahon, who is a member of the board of 
trustees at Sacred Heart. In the race, Blu­
menthal came out on top.
According to the Associated Press 
(AP), Blumenthal is set to fill the seat 
previously held by Democrat Chris Dodd 
since 1981.
“Blumenthal winning over McMahon 
shows that the Connecticut people aren’t 
interested in a big time name, they’re inter- 
estedTh whcrWould'siSve'oiirstSte^esC 
said Fabrizio.
Though the results for the Connecticut 
House of Representatives and the Senate 
may appear to have turned out black and 
white, Bridgeport ran into some problems 
concerning who should be elected gover­
nor.
An article firom the AP stated that 
Democrat Dan Malloy won Connecticut’s 
gubernatorial election after days of back- 
and-forth over vote totals and irregulari­
ties. However, his opponent. Republican 
Tom Foley, left open the possibility of a le­
gal challenge, possibly persuading a judge 
to order a re-count.
Secretary of State Susan Bysiewicz 
has imtil Nov. 25 to certify the results of
AP Photo
Dan Malloy (left) was elected Governor of Connecticut; Richard Blumenthal 
(right) was elected as a Senator in Connecticut on Nov. 2.
the gubernatorial election.
The confiision involving Connecti­
cut’s governor was fueled by the city of 
Bridgeport running into some trouble when 
it ran out of ballots for voters at the polls.
Though Bridgeport has approximately 
69,000 registered voters, only 21,000 bal­
lots were ordered for the Nov. 2 elections, 
according to AP.
“It’s really surprising that they ran out 
of ballots because of the number of regis­
tered voters in this area,” said eophomore 
Margaret O’Connor.
According to the Connecticut Post, 
ballots had to be photocopied and deliv­
ered to the polls by police. Many people 
had to leave the polls without casting their 
vote.
Some students think that the use of 
different technology could have prevented 
this problem.
“The paper ballots running out in 
places, especially Bridgeport, show that 
even though it may be more expensive, 
having electronic voting would have pre­
vented this problem,” said Fabrizio.
UNIVERSITY MAKES PLANS FOR NEW WELLNESS CENTER
Caroline Campo 
Staff Reporter
As winter approaches, students may want to keep in 
mind that flu season is also sneaking up along with the 
change in weather. Many Sacred Heart University students 
know how difficult it can be to get an appointment at the 
current wellness center located on campus, known as the 
Park Avenue House.
But the administration is looking to put an end to that 
frustration: Sacred Heart has added a wellness center to 
their list of updates and additions to its campus.
The University has plans to reconstruct the house 
across the street from campus, located at 4950 Park Av­
enue, to become a 5,900 square-foot Georgian-style man­
sion.
Plans for construction have been set for the fall of
2012.
The current wellness center, only 800 square-feet, 
consists of health services and the counseling center for 
students. It is currently located on the main campus, on 
Park Avenue, across the street from Roncalli Hall dormi­
tory.
From freshman to seniors, many students are in favor
of the addition in order to make Sacred Heart’s facilities 
nicer and more up-to-date.
“Every university goes through similar troubles in 
attempts to expand their boundaries,” said junior Kyle 
Porter. “Sacred Heart is no exception. In order to keep at­
tendance rates up, we need to provide our students with the 
best facilities available. If that means turning a home into 
a new health center, I am all for it.”
According to the Connecticut Post, the university 
planned to present its ideas for expansion to the Bridgeport 
Zoning Boards of Appeals. This is because it is a medical 
facility in a residential area.
Mary Jo Mason, assistant dean of students at the well­
ness center, said that she and her staff are very welcoming 
of the idea.
“We would like to have new space,” said Mason. 
“Sometimes we feel we are too crowded in here.”
According to Mason, the two branches of the current 
center (health and wellness) will still be together, and there 
will be plans to hire more staff and nurse practitioners.
Because of the center’s current size, some students 
are not aware that there is a counseling center above the 
health center.
“I didn’t even know that there was a counseling cen­
ter,” said junior Tom Critchley, “and I am not sure where it
is located.”
Many students who are away from home for the first 
time are skeptical about getting sick at school and whether 
or not the construction at the health center will be able to 
accommodate their needs.
“I haven’t been sick yet at school, but I am afraid I 
will have to go home when I do get sick,” said freshman 
Taylor Macchiarelli. “Since it is supposed to start at the 
beginning of my sophomore year, I hope it is finished by 
the time I am a senior.”
Since campus is small and so many students live on 
campus or near it, colds, the flu and illness travel very fast.
“I am always sick,” said sophomore Victoria Raffa. 
“I have a hard time getting an appointment at the health 
center always. I cannot wait for the new facility. I really 
hope that it is done when I am still here because it would 
help the students out so much.”
Some of the juniors and seniors are very upset they 
will not get to see and experience a beautiful new health 
center.
“I have had trouble with it since I was a freshman,” 
said junior Kristin Legenza. “It is veiy fimstrating and I 
wish I could be an incoming freshman with a brand new 
facility.”
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New health care system will
BENEFIT STUDENTS 26 AND UNDER
Frank Morrone 
Staj^Reporter
Colleen Gedon thought she was prepared to 
graduate from Sacred Heart a semester early in De­
cember 2009. Although her undergraduate course- 
work was completed, she was unable to graduate 
until the following May. Not being a full time stu­
dent during that spring semester meant she would no 
longer be eligible for health insurance through the 
school, or by her parents.
“Not having health insurance was not an option 
for me, as I am asthmatic,” said Gedon.
[ The situation of not wanting to be without in-
! surance left with her with two choices: to purchase
I an expensive individual healthcare plan, or to enroll
J for the spring semester for the sake of having medi-
► cal coverage.
I Gedon’s decision ended up being to put herself
I
 “further into debt and attend another semester,” rath­
er than to not have health insurance, she said.
This situation is not uncommon for students 
graduating from school who are left without an op­
tion for affordable health insurance. The issue also 
pertains to children covered under their parent’s 
plans who are not full time students and become in­
eligible for coverage.
According to the National Conference of State 
Legislature, “approximately 30 percent of Ameri­
cans between the ages of 19 and 29 have no health 
insurance.” Two leading reasons for this statistic in­
clude a significant unemployment rate and the ex­
pense of private medical insurance.
These circumstances are subject to change 
when the Affordable Care Act (ACA) signed by 
President Obama take affect begiiming Jan. 1, 2011. 
The ACA will result in medical coverage being ex­
tended to age 26 for children and young adults under 
the health insurance plans of their parents. The plan 
does not have residency, or dependency, require­
ments and furthermore does not require the child to 
be a student, according to the United States Office of
Personal Management.
Under this health care reform, Gedon’s situation 
could have been solved by being entitled to extended 
medical coverage from a parent.
Recent college graduates are entering a par­
ticularly weak job market. According to a “2009 
Student Survey,” lead by The National Association 
of Colleges and Employers, “19.7 percent of 2009 
graduates who applied for a job” were sucessful in 
obtaining one in contrast to the “51 percent of those 
graduating in 2007 and 26 percent of those graduat­
ing in 2008” who had a job by the time they gradu­
ated. The ACA is intended to provide medical cover­
age for many of these unemployed college graduates
Although appreciative of the health care reform, 
Gedon harbors concern for “those whose parents 
don’t have health insurance themselves, ” she said. 
While the ACA will help to provide health insurance 
for children unable to get coverage by employment 
or through school, it does not guarantee parents will 
have the medical insurance available to extend to 
their children.
Sophomore Olivia Civardi said the motive be­
hind the health care reform has a good intention for 
providing a basic human service, but could be imple­
mented with a more long-term solution.
“I believe that this policy runs parallel with the 
theme of hope that the Obama administration seems 
to be miming itself on, leaving room for the debt that 
is infesting our country to continue,” said Civardi.
Political science professor Dr. Steven Michels 
acknowledges that the ACA will be a welcomed 
improvement for the many uninsured that will now 
be eligible for health insurance. The issue remains, 
however, for the costs associated with this reform.
“The Office of Management and Budget esti­
mates it will actually save money,” said Michels, 
“but it’s an open question ^ to wheftier_diejjaucity^^ 
of price controls won’t end up making it more ex­
pensive.”
Students in a similar position to Gedon will at 
least now have another option of obtaining health in­
surance when the ACA takes affect early next year.
Facebook ads cater to user
Thomas O’Hanlon 
StaffReporter
How well do you protect your Facebook? Facebook privacy has 
become an issue of high importance to Sacred Heat University stu­
dents.
Advertisements have recently been found to be user specific 
when it comes to Facebook. How is this possible? Although Face- 
book denies releasing personal information to ad agencies, based 
upon gender and sexual orientation listed in profiles, ads have been 
user specific.
Researchers have found that the ads on Facebook profiles vary 
by user. Men interested in women are shown different ads then men 
interested in men. The same goes for women, dejiending on their 
sexual orientation.
According to Miguel Helft of The New York Times, research­
ers found that gay profiles were shown ads that were not shown to 
straight people and had no obvious connection to sexual preference, 
like those for a nursing degree at a medical college in Florida, which 
appeared exclusively in the gay man’s account.
Sacred Heart students had some interesting responses about the 
issue.
“I had no idea advertisers could take such information off my 
profile. I found ads for the English soccer club that I am a fan of as 
well as ads for companies in Saskatoon on my Facebook,“ said junior 
Michael Leboff, a native of Saskatoon, Canada.
Junior Ryan Farrar found even more interesting results.
“I found ads for concert venues that I’ve been to, but I don’t know 
how that would find its way to my Facebook,” said Farrar.
Farrar said he used Facebook very rarely and was “very shocked” to 
find such personal ads on the site that he “had never noticed” before.
Advertisers can find information about sexual orientation and 
gender even with the highest privacy settings on. After hearing in­
formation like that one might ask how then you could help protect 
yourself from unwimted use of personal information.
Joe Alicastro, professor of media studies, gave the following 
four points to help protect students.
“First, don’t ever put any information on a “social network” that 
you would not want to be seen publicly even if there are privacy set- 
_tingsJ3n_tlie.netwgrk^ecQndly, don’t click on online ads if you don’t 
want the advertising companies to gain information about you. Next, 
withhold the information you don’t want advertisers (or anyone else) 
to know about you for your offline life. Finally, it’s a known fact that 
ads are targeted to Internet users based on their personal search data,” 
he said.
Students self-medicate with ADHD drug, use as study aide
Melissa Carmelitano He also said that the drug can be d^gerous because
StaffReporter
Mid-term papers, projects, and exams may be con­
sidered to be a fact of life for college communities every­
where. Many students have several classes for which they 
have to turn in work for a large part of their grade, and this 
time of year can be stressful.
Senior Joe Anicic said he’s feeling the pressure.
“It’s difficult to fit everything in, lots of professors 
give out work all at once,” said Anicic. “I think a lot of 
students feel the same way,” said Anicic.
According to a recent article in the Hartford Courant, 
more and more students are abusing prescription drugs 
like Adderall, intended for those who suffer from Atten­
tion Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD), to both study 
and take tests.
“I think it’s acceptable and gets the job done,” said 
Anicic.
According to a Rutgers University study, Ancic is 
not alone in this thought process. The study showed that 
Adderall is the second most socially acceptable drug, the 
most acceptable being marijuana. Out of the 122 college 
students polled, 75.4 percent thought the use of Adderall 
without having a prescription for it was socially accept­
able.
The study showed the least socially acceptable type 
of drug was methamphetamines, but according to psychol­
ogy professor Ron Hamel, Adderall is actually a type of 
amphetamine.
“It’s just like doing speed for the brain,” said Hamel 
of the drug’s long-term effects. “It’s going to cause pos­
sibly some sort of psychological problems.”
The answer to why Adderall specifically is so wide­
ly accepted may lie in the way students use it. The study 
showed that over 80 percent of those abusing Adderall 
were doing so for academic purposes to study, cram, or 
focus during a test or a paper.
Hamel also has a theory about why the drug is so
spectrum/Michele lymann
Students sometimes use drugs such as Adderall or 
Ritalin, even when not prescribed.
commonly used for this purpose.
“Most people are doing this like your parents and I did 
in the 1970’s,” said Hamel. “We drank coffee and smoked 
cigarettes all night long to stay awake. Your generation is 
finding an easier way without taking the caffeine/nicotine 
route.”
According to Hamel, Adderall that is obtained by 
someone without a prescription and who does not actually 
have ADHD does in fact cause its abuser to become high 
so many users truly feel like they’re studying well while 
under the influence. The Rutgers study, however, shows 
that habitual abusers of the drug tend to have a GPA below 
3.0.
“In reality, cramming for any test doesn’t work,” said 
Hamel. “I don’t think students understand what Adderall 
actually does. It is a stimulant. If you have medical prob­
lems, it could cause heart attacks or seizures,” said Hamel. 
“There will be more damage to the heart than anything. It 
affects central nervous system functions.”
drug can be dangerous 
sometimes students don’t know how much they’re taking, 
and that while it causes the brain to become more alert, it 
doesn’t actually help student retain more information.
“You’re just going to get exhausted,” said Hamel. 
“When you get tired how are you going to think?”
Some people may think that students abuse Adderall 
because of stress over heavy workloads, but Hamel has a 
different opinion.
“You could say it’s anxiety, but I think most kids 
don’t study like they should,” said Hamel. “I know dur­
ing the terms, it’s tough if you have three or four exams. 
Planning to study properly is difficult. Students think ‘I’ve 
done [Adderall] before and it will work again.”
Hamel said that time management is a better alterna­
tive to the abuse of Adderall, and that if students study 
properly but still feel stressed, there are other outlets for it.
“Students can elevate anxiety through exercise, prop­
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‘Wii-habilitation’ Students reach out to read aloud
Occupational therapists utilize 
video games as treatment method
Frank Moirone 
Staff Reporter
Youngsters and adults alike may know of the Nin­
tendo Wii, a popular video game console that uses motion 
sensitive remotes to control an on-screen avatar. While 
the Wii may have its roots in providing entertainment, for 
some it has become an important part of physical reha­
bilitation.
“Occupational therapy consists of many different 
treatments depending on the diagnosis,” said occupation­
al therapy graduate student Amy Dion. “Wiihab is one 
way that occupational therapists can help patients.”
“WiiHab,” meaning using the video game console as 
an option for rehabilitation, has become a recent trend in 
the health and science profession. This is an area where 
Dion presented research to a group of rehab therapists at 
the Stamford hospital where she is performing her clini­
cal work this semester.
Many games available on Wii encourage the user to 
perform tasks such as striking a tennis ball, swinging a 
golf club, or participation in a boxing match. This per­
son uses a motion sensitive remote that corresponds with 
an on-screen image. More advanced games require a Wii 
Balance Board to perform activities such surfing or to 
monitor yoga positions, and other games use the Wii Zap- 
per or Wii Wheel, to fire a bow and arrow or to maneuver 
a vehicle.
“The usual stretching and lifting exercises that help 
the sick or injured regain strength can be painful, repeti­
tive and downright boring,” according to the Associated 
Press (AP). The on-screen stimulation helps to make re­
habilitation sessions more enjoyable, causing patients to 
more eagerly participate with treatment, according to the 
AP.
“One major benefit to Wiihab is that it incorporates 
leisure activities,” said Dion.
,« It is paeftcMteriyn—fithfortilfwff piitiawtSifc^waattey -”^ 
participate in athletic hobbies, but are not yet able to. The 
Wii allows patients to take small steps towards recovery, 
and to be able to practice a golf swing with the assistance 
of the Wii, “so they can feel comfortable, strong and safe 
doing it once they leave the hospital,” she said.
James Osborn, a supervisor for rehabilitation ser­
vices at Herrin Hospital in Southern Illinois, expressed 
his approval of WiiHab in the AP article. He said the vir­
tual competition of defeating an opponent featured in the 
games helps patients to “refocus their attention fi-om the 
tediousness of the physical task,” frequently having bet­
ter results than without that additional encouragement.
Dion’s Wiihab presentation categorized different 
uses of the Wii in occupational therapy. After first iden­
tifying the functional impairment, and then matching it 
with the correlating occupational therapy intervention, 
Dion introduced different Wii games that could be played 
and would focus on particular therapeutic results.
For example, Dion’s presentation outlines that if 
the fimctional impairment was decreased cognitive func­
tion, a typical occupational therapy intervention would 
be to administer sequencing exercises. The presentation 
included suggestions of suitable Wii game activities that 
would resemble that intervention. Dion suggested games 
that use “buttons and motion in sequence to hit or release 
a ball” would be an affective sequencing exercise that the 
Wii could accommodate.
The presentation also included a gradation of Wii 
activities. These include adjustments such the addition of 
weights, increasing or the decreasing the distance from 
the television, and applying different difficulty settings.
Although the reception of using the Wii has been 
generally well received, it has drawn criticism because 
the games have not been designed for people with dis­
abilities, and present the potential for injury, both points 
made mention of in Dion’s presentation.
Despite this, freshman Patrick Peterson said he 
thought the idea of WiiHab was “innovative,” and shows 
the potential for the video “game industry to reach to a 
new audience.
“There might be some problems with WiiHab,” said 
Peterson, “but since it’s such a new idea, I think a lot of 
those concerns will be ironed out.”
The addition of the Nintendo Wii is “fun and can be 
adapted or graded in many ways to help the patient be 
successful,” said Dion, “not only in the virtual reality that 
the Wii provides, but in actual reality as well.”
Caroline Campo 
Staff Reporter
On Oct. 28, the children of Blackham School in 
Bridgeport waited anxiously in their desks for one of 
their favorite programs from Sacred Heart University to 
arrive: the read-aloud volunteer program.
Blackham is just one of the local Bridgeport ele­
mentary schools that about 15 students travel to weekly 
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. The volunteer 
program is run under Dawn Doucette and senior Megan 
Rose.
“The volunteer programs office offers the SHU 
community opportunities to do community service pro­
grams on a weekly basis, while meeting the needs of the 
great Bridgeport community,” said Doucette.
The program is conducted every week but this is 
the fifth year that Sacred Heart has done the read-alouds. 
The university got involved through the City Wide Read 
Aloud that the School Volunteer Association puts on an­
nually.
Doucette said that this was the 25th year that the 
read-alouds have been conducted in Bridgeport.
“We took a note from them and continued doing 
read-aloud every week instead of once a semester or 
once a year.”
Other schools in the area have also contacted Sa­
cred Heart’s volunteer program to participate in read- 
aloud. Wilbur Cross, Johnson, Winthrop, Columbus, 
Bryant, Bridgeport Learning Center and Marin have 
been visited.
Sacred Heart only makes about three or four ap­
pearances to Blackham and that doesn’t seem to be 
enough for the children because of how much they enjoy 
it.
On Thursday, Oct. 21, students from kindergarten 
from second grade listened to a short book about His­
panic heritage.
“The older students wish they still had the college 
students come in and read to them,” said Eddgar Mestre,
Blackham’s home-school coordinator of seven years. 
“They love seeing new faces and hearing about things 
beyond the book and learning about a college student’s 
life.”
Senior Megan Rose has been involved since last 
spring semester.
“I got involved because 1 thought it would be a 
great experience being an education major,” said Rose, 
who aspires to be a teacher. “More SHU students should 
get involved with the kids because they are so interested 
in what college life is like.”
You also may not guess that Sacred Heart’s very 
own football, basketball and lacrosse teams got involved 
in the read-alouds last year.
“The children enjoy having anyone come in and 
read to them,” said Rose. “But when an entire team 
comes in dressed in their jerseys, the children look up to 
them and dream to be just like them one day.”
The children are sometimes eager to ask questions 
at the end of a book and share what their favorite part of 
it was.
“I like having the college kids come in because I 
like to say what my favorite part of the book is,” said 
one second-grader.
Another student shot up his hand fast and said, “Me 
too, and I like when we get to keep the book that we read 
in the classroom now.”
The children benefit a great deal from just this short 
program every week that Sacred Heart participates in. 
Not only do the children learn from college students, but 
the Sacred Heart students sometimes learn from them 
too.
“Many SHU students are amazed how many chil­
dren tell them they do not have any books in their house,” 
said Doucette. “Showing that reading is important and 
cool and is so influential on these young children.”
As the hour came to a close, Blackham’s new as­
sistant principal, Tina Peloso-Ulreich, came in thanked 
the readers for volunteering.
“It is very important to share the love of literature 
and culture,” said Peloso-Ulreich.
Making getting fit more fun
Exercise science students help fight childhood obesity
Erika Castillo 
StaffReporter
Bright and early on the morning of Saturday, Oct. 
16, the students of Sacred Heart University’s special ap­
plication of exercise class congregated in the parking lot 
in good spirits. Using their own cars, their own money 
and their own time," they hiked up to the Bronx, N.Y
to participate in the first ever __________ '
Fitness Fun Day, created by 
the USA Fitness Corps.
Invited by one of her 
colleagues from the Uni­
versity of Connecticut, Dr.
Valerie Wherley, clinical as­
sistant professor and clinical 
education coordinator at Sa­
cred Heart, arranged for her 
students to participate in the 
event along with students 
from UCoim to serve a good cause.
“It’s sort of a two-tiered initiative. The first level 
initiative is to get inner city youth more active as a 
means of combating and preventing childhood obesity. 
The other part of the initiative is to help veterans return­
ing from war get trained in the field of health and fitness 
and reestablish them in the workplace,” said Wherley.
According to an Oct. 21 press release from the USA 
Freedom Corps (USAFC), the event took place at the 
Doc Serpone playground on Lorillard Place in the Bel­
mont section of the Bronx. In addition to the 23 college 
students who participated, 17 of which came from Sa­
cred Heart, a dozen veterans volunteered to become the 
first ever USAFC Fitness Leaders.
Sacred Heart’s special applications of exercise 
class, otherwise known as EX 320, has a service learn­
ing component which promotes applying classroom 
learning to real-world experiences.
“The students that came to the Bronx with me were 
doing their service learning hours and they were helping 
to teach kids how to exercise, how to make healthy eat-
“We didn’t have anything more sophis­
ticated, in terms of equipment, than a hula 
hoop or a jump rope...it was all about cre­
ativity.”
- Valerie Wherley 
Clinical Education Coordinator
ing choices and most importantly, how to exercise when 
you don’t have a lot of space, money or the right equip­
ment,” said Wherley.
On the day of the event, the volunteers and partici­
pant students from PS32 and MS45 elementary schools 
in the Bronx organized fitness stations on the blacktop, 
according to Wherley. Every three minutes, an air horn 
was sounded to signal the students to rotate to the next
station.
“We didn’t have 
anything more sophisticated, 
in terms of equipment, than 
a hula hoop or a jump rope. 
Maybe a few cones and a 
few soccer balls, but it was 
all about creativity,” said 
Wherley. “There were nutri­
tion related questions at each
___________________  station which were followed
by an activity component.”
“The Sacred Heart students were accompanying the 
groups or manning the fitness stations and actually mod­
erating the activities. It was almost two hours of com­
plete activity time,” she said.
The event was deemed a success by Wherley. Over 
100 kids showed up on the Saturday morning to partici­
pate in the event.
“It’s so important for Sacred Heart to engage in 
events like these for several different reasons. First of 
all, we are doing our part to help fight childhood obe­
sity in our own little way. Encouraging our college stu­
dents to pass that on to children is helping to fight that 
epidemic. Number two. Sacred Heart’s mission includes 
learning inside the classroom and learning outside the 
classroom as well,” said Wherley.
The company announced that “the day was a ter­
rific experience and will be followed by more Fitness 
Fun Days in New York, Connecticut and New Jersey in 
the coming months,” in the press release by USAFC.
The next Fitness Fun Day is scheduled to take place 
this year at Bamum School on Nov. 20 in Bridgeport.
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Unsafe Internet secnrity causes students to worry about safety online
Jacqueline Duda 
Staff Reporter
All around college campuses, students 
can be seen on their computers, a daily ac­
tivity for many college students. But with 
all of the computer usage and information 
on a person’s computer, is everything se­
cure? Many students at the University of 
Hawaii will answer no.
Social security numbers, grades and 
other important information was left avail­
able to the public for over a year after a 
breech of security at the University of Ha­
waii, according to an article from the Huflf- 
ington Post.
A professor from UH conducted a sur­
vey on graduation rates believed to be using 
a secure server. In reality, it was not secure. 
This led to over 40,000 University of Ha­
waii graduates from the years 1990 to 1998 
and 2001 to have their personal information 
leaked onto the Internet, according to the ar­
ticle.
A breech of security is an issue that 
can happen on any college campus. Sacred 
Heart University takes measures to help 
provide security in order to prevent this 
from happening.
“We go to great lengths to ensure that 
all the confidential and personal identifiable 
information is well guarded and handled ap­
propriately,” said Wang Cheng, information 
security officer. “All sensitive information 
is stored in secure databases that reside be­
hind a secure private network. Access to that 
information is closely monitored and pro­
vided only through a system we call Secure 
Desktop. We also routinely scan our servers 
for confidential information to ensure that 
no such information has been placed in lo­
cations that are not secured.”
Knowing how to keep personal infor­
mation on the computer personal is some­
thing that students should be aware of
“It’s scary to think that a person’s per­
sonal information can just be available to 
anyone through one little mistake,” said 
freshman Rachel Marsanico. “It eases the 
worry knowing that Sacred Heart does do 
things to make sure our private information 
stays that way.”
Breech of security can occur in other 
places, not only when it comes to a student’s 
schoolwork.
“Students and indeed everyone should 
always be concerned with the safety of their 
information,” said Cheng. “Identity theft 
is by far the fasted growing crime in the 
U.S. today and affects thousands of people. 
Once you are a victim there is no turning 
back: criminals can take loans in your name, 
get credit cards, and open other accounts in 
your name and all the chargers and liabili­
ties then fall upon you. These can do perma­
nent damage to your credit history and even 
affect your chances at getting a job.”
Identity theft is an issue that affects 
many different types of people. Even stu­
dents worry about their identity being sto­
len.
“I do worry about computer security 
because I would not want my social security 
number out in the open for so someone to 
steal my identity,” said sophomore Victoria 
Raffa. “At the same time, with all the blocks 
and passwords used on the Sacred Heart 
network, I have confidence in the computer 
security on campus.”
Although there are security measures 
taken at Sacred Heart so that breeches in 
security do not occur, there are also some 
things that students can do to make sure 
their information is personal and stays that 
way.
According to Cheng, students should 
“Use complex and hard-to-guess passwords 
but more importantly, different passwords 
for your personal email, banking and other 
financial systems than the ones you use for 
things like Facebook, Twitter, etc. Never do 
anything involving sensitive information 
when on public Wifi networks. These are 
called public for a reason. Always question 
anyone who asks for your password/PIN, 
social security number, or any other confi­
dential information.”
Tips to keep 
your personal 
information safe
• Use complex and hard-to- 
guess passwords.
• Use different passwords for 
your personal e-mail, bank­
ing, and other financial sys­
tems than the ones you use 
for Facebook, Twitter etc.
• Never do anything involv­
ing sensitive information 
when on public WiFi net­
works.
• Always question anyone 
.who asks for your password/ 
PIN, social security number, 
or any other confidential in­
formation.
Bachelor’s degree doesn’t cut it anymore for some professions
Erika Castillo 
Staff Reporter
Many college graduates are still ex­
periencing an aftermath of the economy’s 
condition in today’s job market. In recent 
years, college graduates have had to endure 
higher unemployment rates than those who
graduated in the early 2000’s, aecording to 
an article in the Huffington Post.
“Young college edueated 
particularly those 25, and under have exp^ 
rieneed rising joblessness, underemploy­
ment, and malemployment problems (i.e. 
working in jobs that do not require a eol- 
lege degree). During the January-August
period of 2010, we estimate that fewer than 
50 of every 100 young B-A. holders held a
Mt Kliifs ^ CT OMiM *
MliHli mUilllfillf IMl
tQ the Huffington Post.-
These statistics affect some of today’s 
undergraduate college students.
“I am worried. I feel like there is big 
competition with my major, with business 
and within the economy in general. That’s 
my big concern,” said junior Laura Calla­
han.
Like many students that will be gradu­
ating in the near future, Callahan is wor­
ried about getting a job upon graduation 
but is still working hard give herself a 
competitive edge in today’s job market.
“Doing an internship gave me the 
reality of what to expect. I had to dress 
appropriately, I had to know what to say, 
I had to start with learning the basics of 
everything and it’s not always pretty but 
it helped me develop a realistic sense of 
what to expect,” said Callahan.
Despite the recession. Sacred Heart 
has maintained high placement rates post 
graduation. In 2009,96 percent of students 
who graduated with bachelor’s degrees 
either got jobs or got accepted into grad 
school within 12 months of graduation. 
Of that percentage, 57 percent went to 
graduate school and 39 percent got jobs, 
highlighting the job market’s demand for 
a graduate degree in addition to an under­
graduate education.
“The stakes are high and everyone is 
in the same boat. Having a master’s really 
makes you stand out,” said Callahan.
In today’s economy, many students are 
attending graduate school because they are 
aware of the job market’s increased need 
for a graduate school education. However, 
the pressure to continue school after get­
ting a bachelor’s degree is an added stress 
for some students.
“Knowing that a bachelors is worth 
less in today’s economy really makes me 
want to get my master’s but I don’t know 
if I want to be in school that much longer,” 
said junior John Sam.
Other students experience some fiiis- 
tration when it comes to acquiring a higher
degree.
“It doesn’t encourage me to get a 
masters, it kind of forces me to get one. It’s 
terrible,” said senior Justin Rigi.
Rigi is majoring in history and has 
successfully completed two internships.
Like many students, Rigi has elected 
to obtain job experience while in college to 
increase the likelihood that he will receive 
a job opportunity after college.
“It definitely helped me out a lot. You 
can only learn so much in a classroom. 
With the internships, I got a lot of hands- 
on job experience,” said Rigi.
Sacred Heart’s career services depart­
ment offers a variety of services that can 
help students become more ready for life 
after college. Among these are resume 
building workshops, interview preparation 
sessions and access to a database of em­
ployers that have posted job opportunities 
specifically with the university.
“We help freshman all the way 
through graduation and beyond. One of the 
things that I don’t think is as widely known 
among the students as it should be is that 
we help students after graduation as well. 
All alumni can come back here and use our 
services,” said Rick Del Vecchio, director 
of career placement in the Career Devel­
opment and Placement Center at Sacred 
Heart.
Del Vecchio and his team of career 
specialist are willing to work one-on-one 
with students about any aspect of the job 
search process to help students become 
strong potential employees for jobs that 
they are interested in. The staff helps to 
design career plans that are specific to the 
goals of the students.
“It’s individual to the student depend­
ing on what they want to do. I think that 
there are some careers that are going to re­
quire a master’s degree and I don’t think 
that’s changed. But I think that the biggest 
driver right now is experience,” said Del 
Vecchio. “If they get experience and have 
a good GPA and complete all of the other 
things that make a good package, they’re 
going to be great candidates coming out of 
college.”
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BALANCING RELATIONSHIPS AND ROOMMATES
Should your roommates’ perception of your significant other affect your relationship?
Andrew Orlandi 
Staff Reporter
Maintaining a relationship in college 
can be tough. There are many factors that 
can hinder the progression of a healthy re­
lationship. Roommates and friend groups 
can be part of this problem.
Sometimes having your significant 
other always around can be a problem for 
the people around you, but should that be a 
problem your the relationship?
“Having a girlfriend was both good 
and bad. I liked hanging out with her but 
sometimes it was hard with two other 
roommates, it was imcomfortable some­
times,” said senior Wes Lynskey. “In terms 
of a roommate having a girlfriend, I can
imagine it being hard because you want to 
give them personal space but at the same 
time you want to be able to relax in your 
room.”
Senior Sean Barrett feels as though 
the opinions of others should not matter in 
these situations.
“1 don’t think it matters what the 
roonunate think of the person. If you’re 
serious about that person then it shouldn’t 
matter what anyone else thinks,” said Bar­
rett.
Senior Megan Rose agrees that room­
mate’s opinions shouldn’t matter.
“I think they should still be able to 
come over whether or not yoiu: roommates 
like them. They don’t have to like each 
other,” said Rose. “They just need to have
enough respect and common sense to not 
make them mad or upset. And if your sig­
nificant other is over a lot and makes their 
own mess they need to be willing to clean 
up after themselves.”
Junior Justine Ameye, on the other 
hand, feels as though roommate’s opinions 
should matter when it comes to your sig­
nificant other.
“Well I’ve never had a boyfriend in 
college so I’ve never had to deal with that, 
But if I did I’d definitely listen to my room­
mate’s opinion on him because when you 
like someone you don’t really have an ob­
jective eye and can miss some pretty glar­
ing details,” said Ameye.
When someone other than a room­
mate invades the personal space of resident
it can get a little uncomfortable.
“If my roonunate had a significant 
other, I would respect their privacy and 
space, but at the same time. I’d expect her 
to respect my personal space as well,” said 
junior Josephine Ferrantelli.
Graduate student Kerry Ojeda has 
seen first had how a significant other can 
ruin a friendship.
“My roommates are my best friends 
and they are just as important to me as 
my boyfriend is. I expect my boyfriend to 
clean after himself and respect that I have 
roommates,” said Ojeda. “Don’t be that 
kind of annoying roommate with the an­
noying boyfriend. I remember freshman 
year how annoying that situation was. It 
broke up my roommate and I.”
BRETT FAVRE: FALLEN HERO?
Arielle Mangiaracina 
Contributing Writer
It is no secret that Brett Favre has 
been in the news lately. However, it is 
not for his football prowess.
The 41-year-old quarterback is 
involved in a sort of sexual scandal 
with Jennifer Sterger. The two met 
while employed by the Jets. Sterger 
served as “Game Day Host,” for the 
New York team.
Sterger claims that in 2008, Favre 
sent her suggestive voice mails and 
nude text messages.
The issue with ^Fayre ^ sending 
these messages is mat they were sent 
to another employee of the Jets, there­
fore treading on sexual harassment.
Questions of his character also 
come into play with this type of be­
havior. The 41-year-old is a married 
father of two, as well as a grandfather.
His wholesome image as a family ori­
ented man has been portrayed in the 
media throughout his approximate 20 
years in the National Football League 
(NFL). The NFL has a code of con­
duct, and many fans are wondering if 
Favre has violated it.
“He shattered his reputation and 
compromised his integrity. He doesn’t 
act professional on the field and cer­
tainly isn’t one off the field,” said ju­
nior Adam Andexler.
“It’s time for him to go,” he said.
According to the Associated Press (AP), if Favre is found guilty of these allegations, he 
could be fined or suspended in accordance to the personal conduct code of the NFL.
Roger Goodell, commissioner of the NFL, said that no meeting was planned with Favre 
to discuss the behavior.
“One of the reasons we instituted the personal conduct policy ... to make everyone un­
derstand their responsibilities...We’re not going down a line of speculation and hypothetical 
situations.”
Two massage therapists that worked for the Jets also reported that Favre sexually ha­
rassed them.
Fans, however, are speculating why these issues are being brought to light two years after 
they happened.
“I don’t think the fans judge him for it. I think it is just obnoxious, an armoyance. If Jenn 
Sterger wants to bring this up now, let her,” said jimior Brianna Vitlo. “Honestly, it’s just an 
unwanted aggravation for Favre, his family, the NFL, and football fans in general.”
Since being accused, Favre has admitted to sending racy messages. However he denies 
that he sent the pictures, despite Sterger claiming that she was made to believe that Favre was 
sending them.
“I personally believe that he sent both. The pictures might ruin his career (which should 
probably be over by now anyway) so he is only admitting to the texts, and not the photos.” said 
junior Lauren Piccinninni.
Some students find that, regardless of which technicalities Favre is admitting to, his be­
havior was inappropriate.
“What he did was wrong, and he should apologize to the girl and his family,” said sopho­
more Brendan Yantz.
Others feel that it is no one’s business but his own.
“It’s sad that the media, and Americans have nothing better to do then to pry into some­
body’s personal, private, sexual life,” said Piccinninni.
AP Photo
Brett Favre continues to gamer attention for 
supposedly sending racy text messages to Jenn 
Sterger.




Amongst the many controversies 
our society faces today embryonic 
stem cell research emerges as one of 
the most divided.
According to The National Insti­
tutes of Health website, “Pluripotent 
stem cells (cells that can develop into 
many different cell types of the body) 
are isolated from human embryos that 
are a few days old. Pluripotent stem cell 
I lines, havftT^aW-bom-deyejQp^ from 
fetal tissue (older than eight weeks of 
development).”
Issues such as how the stem sells 
are obtained and the moral and ethical 
debate are two of the main problems 
causing controversy.
“Is this research making instru­
mental use of early human beings or 
offering potential cures for terrible 
diseases? I think it could be both, and 
therefore as a society we have to decide 
on the best balance of values,” said re­
ligious studies professor Brian Stiltner.
“Since the cures are speculative, 
we should be cautious and explore al­
ternatives to embryonic cells. But since 
there are many frozen embryos that 
will never be bom, some of them not 
capable of being bom, and since there 
are already existing stem cell lines, 
there is research that can go forward 
that is respectful of human dignity. 1 
think it would be better to have more 
government oversight of research than 
happens now.”
According to the National Insti­
tutes of Health website on March 9, 
2009, President Barack Obama issued 
Executive Order 13505, Removing
Barriers to Responsible Scientific Re­
search Involving Human Stem Cells. 
This overturned former President 
George W. Bush’s policy that was in­
stated in 2001, stating “The derivation 
process (which begins with the destrac- 
tion of the embryo) was initiated prior 
to 9:00 p.m. EDT on August 9,2001.”
“It should be funded but only for 
the right reasons. It should be regulated 
and contained to treating diseases,” 
said junior Bridget O’Hagan.
The usage of embryonic stem cells 
may no longer be required with upcom­
ing medical advancements. Cells that 
simulate stem cells well enough for 
accurate testing are being perfected in 
laboratories now, according to health- 
guidance .org.
“I feel it should not be completely 
written off just for moral issues, as long 
as we can avoid using more human 
embryos. Regulation is key here, and 
the potential of good far outweighs the 
potential of bad,” said junior Brandon 
Rodriguez.
Despite the controversial nature of 
the issue some students are hopeful that 
advances in stem cell research will be 
made.
“Scientifically we should always 
be encouraging forward thinking and 
momentum with what research we 
fund,” said junior Frank Chiodi. “Mor­
ally it may very well not be the proper 
thing to do, but we need to pursue it ei­
ther way, especially when [one of] our 
options is helping the sick.”
Contributed to by Lindsay Caia- 
ti, Chief Copy Editor and Kelley 
Bligh, Perspectives Editor
Stem Cell Research Facts
Stem cells are unique cells that have the ability to both renew 
themselves through cell division and be scientifically altered 
to replace and replenish organ tissue.
Stem cells offer the possibility of a renewable source of 
replacement cells and tissues to treat a myriad of diseases, 
conditions, and disabilities including Parkinson’s disease, 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, spinal cord injury, bums, heart 
disease, diabetes, and arthritis.
Source: http://stemcells .nih .gov/info
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What should you do to make sure 
you land the second date?
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Some students monitor their Facebooks to ensure nothing is posted they don’t 
want others to see.
Forgetting to filter your 
feed a Facebook faux-pas
Erin MacDonald 
Staff Reporter
When senior Samantha Latulippe logs 
onto her Facebook account, she monitors 
what pictures are tagged of her and what 
she posts on her friends’ walls.
" "“I personally limit the things that 
I post to others’ walls because 1 feel as 
though some things should be kept private 
and they don’t need to be put out there for 
all to see,” said Latulippe.
Latulippe is one of many Sacred Heart 
University students who keep a close eye 
on what they say on Facebook and what 
pictures are tagged of them - a developing 
form of Facebook etiquette.
“When using Facebook, people often 
forget that what they post on their pages 
can be seen by many of their friends,” said 
senior Staci Zacharski. “Sometimes they 
don’t have their pages on private settings, 
so people must be aware of what they are 
posting.”
Although there are certain precautions 
many Facebook users feel they must fol­
low, the easy access to friends near and far 
keeps users returning to the website.
“I think Facebook is a great resource 
for commimication,” said Zacharski. “It 
is a convenient way to keep in touch with 
friends and family members without much 
effort.”
Latulippe agreed, yet also suggested 
some limits be put in place.
“I like Facebook as a social network­
ing site to keep up with friends. However, 
I do not think that it should be available to 
everyone - young kids under the age of 16, 
for instance,” Latulippe said.
Since Facebook began in 2004, there 
have been different changes to its privacy 
settings. Yet throughout all of these modi­
fications, users have been able to control 
what they want public and private on their 
page.
“It is possible to have a private life 
with a Facebook - it’s all about monitor­
ing what you put in your status, in your 
general information and in what pictures 
you’re tagged in,” said Latulippe. “If you 
don’t want people to know something, then 
keep it off of your Facebook.”
Jimior Justin Dion said that while
Facebook etiquette differs from person to 
person, it is completely possible to keep 
your private life while having a Facebook 
account.
“I have a lot of friends that will delete 
the notification that they broke up because 
they don’t want to draw a lot of attention to 
it,” Dion said.
Zacharski agreed that it is feasible to 
keep some things confidential.
“It is all about regulation. You essen­
tially control what you want to be on your 
page, so if you’re not comfortable with 
other people seeing your current relation­
ship status or even birthday, then don’t put 
it on Facebook,” Zacharski said.
When it comes to Facebook statuses, 
some individuals have different standards 
that they follow when it comes to what 
they post about themselves.
“I think that it’s okay for funny quotes 
or advertisements to go into status mes­
sages, but I disagree with people putting 
their locations into it,” said Latulippe. “It’s 
a stalker’s paradise if you put too much in­
formation in your status.”
Although some individuals tell all of 
their Facebook friends about their week­
end or that they’ve just harvested crops on 
Farmville, many, like Zacharski, post sta­
tuses based on real life situations.
“I think anything that you are com­
fortable with telling your friends in per­
son can go in your status or to the public,” 
Zacharski said.
When Latulippe looks toward the fu­
ture and graduation, she does not worry 
that potential employers may look at her 
Facebook page.
“I give them free reign to look at my 
page,” Latulippe said. “I am confident that 
the pictures and postings that are on my 
Facebook are not embarrassing, don’t de­
pict me as irresponsible or paint me in a 
negative light.”
While a Facebook user may have their 
profile set to private, there is always the 
chance of employers finding a way around 
privacy settings.
“If you don’t want potential employ­
ers to see it, then it’s simple - don’t put it 
up there, don’t tag yourself in it and don’t 
write it on someone’s wall,” Latulippe 
said. “It’s all about being smart about what 
you keep up on there.”
Zach Johnston
He said
Let’s be serious - chivalry is dead. 
These days you do not go on an actual 
date with someone imtil you have already 
known her for quite some time. But, just 
in case you are feeling old-fashioned, let’s 
go by tradition and take a gander into how 
to make that good first impression to bag 
the second date.
Unfortunately, as men, we are re­
quired to make the first move for the first 
date as well as the second move in order 
to achieve the second date (for more infor­
mation on that refer to my former article, 
“Do Guys or Girls Have it Easier?”).
The first rule, and probably one of 
my biggest policies in any aspect of life; 
whatever you do, don’t force anything! 
You have to play off of her vibes and ex­
pressions. Don’t prepare what you are go­
ing to talk about beforehand; you have to 
make it natural, unscripted, and personal. 
They say that the best dates are the ones 
where you do not even remember what 
you talked about, which is definitely true. 
If conversation is natural, you won’t have 
to even think about what you’re talking 
about.
Joke with her, be yourself, and before 
long, she’ll be picking up what you’re 
throwing down.
Don’t bvefYhiiiire'wry ns^ct of the 
date. The more you are worried about 
what you look like, whether you have 
something in your teeth or not, or what to 
talk about next, the less likely you are go­
ing to say the right thing at the right time.
Wondering where you should go for 
the first date? Take her some place you 
can talk and get to know each other like a 
coffee shop or out to diimer. Every girl is 
different and some will want to do some­
thing more exciting, but at the same time 
you will want to figure out if you yourself 
want to go on a second date with her. Get 
to know her well enough on the first date 
so you can figure out whether she is worth 
your time and money in the future. You 
don’t want to be spending everything in 
your bank account on a girl who only talks 
about the latest celebrity to be voted off 
“Dancing with the Stars.”
If you do decide to take her out for a 
nice meal, whatever you do don’t go out 
for Mexican food. That’s just asking for 
a world of trouble. Likewise, if you are 
thinking of going out for a lovely night at 
the cinema, do not take her out to see a 
romantic movie.
Unless, you plan on sprinkling rose 
pedals on her seat, having six-pack abs 
and related chiseled features, or saying the 
most perfect line in every situation imag­
inable, Matthew McConaughey and the 
rest of his rom-com stars can take a back 
seat for now.
However, no matter what, you always 
have to pay for the meal or movie or hay- 
ride or whatever adorable date you decide 
to take her to. I know. Lucky us.
As for you ladies out there, when we 
take you out to eat don’t be that “Dancing 
with the Stars” girl. When we take you out 
to the movies, don’t talk throughout the 
entire thing. I know you want to social­
ize and a movie is not exactly the best first 
date, but there will be plenty of time for 
that afterward. I go to the movies to watch 
a movie, not all that other stuff.
Is it just me, or is dating a lost art? It 
seems that more people are more likely to 
text, use Facebook, or hang out in groups 
to pursue the person they like. So when it 
comes to dating we may be lost on some 
of the proper etiquette. If you want to have 
a chance at a second date remember these 
simple dos and don’ts.
When preparing for the date, dress 
the way you want to be treated. If you 
dress like the classy sophisticated lady 
you are, you will be treated as such. If you 
dress as your favorite scantily clad reality 
TV star then you shouldn’t expect to be 
treated with any degree of respect. Cover 
yourself up, not completely, but it’s nice if 
you leave something to the imagination. 
Don’t throw it all out there on your first 
date. It may send the wrong message to 
someone you are trying to develop a rela­
tionship with.
During conversation never, ever 
bring up your ex! It’s completely inap­
propriate and may indicate to your date 
that you are still not over him. This is a 
sure fire way to not get that second date. 
The conversation should flow easily and 
should be about the conunon interests that 
the two of you share. Don’t monopolize 
the conversation. Allow your date to get a 
Word in and share some facts about him­
self. Hopefully you are actually interested 
in what he has to say, but if you aren’t it’s 
alright to fake it.
Smile a lot, not a scary amount, but 
show him you are happy to be on the 
date with him and enjoy his company. If 
you are really into him then playful light 
touches on the hand are definitely appro­
priate and show that you are interested in 
him without coming right out and saying 
it.
Basic maimers do apply. Remember: 
napkin in your lap, elbows off the table 
yada yada yada. Anything you have to say 
is not so important that it can’t wait until 
you are done chewing and your food has 
made it safely down the esophagus.
Now guys, don’t think I forgot about 
you. On a date you must be on your best 
behavior, leave all the guy talk, the sports 
jersey, and bad habits at home, and act and 
dress as a sophisticated mature adult. Girls 
love it when a guy will hold the door for 
her, pull her chair out, and is genuinely in­
terested in what she has to say.
As for the good night kiss, it totally 
depends on your comfort level with the 
date, and how much fun you had or didn’t 
have. What happens at the end of the night 
is completely reflective on how both par­
ties feel about the other, and may dictate if 
there is a second date or not.
Now guys, if you say or ask for a 
“smooch” do not expect a kiss, or a sec­
ond date. Any dignity you had will be lost 
in that moment. Kudos for being a true 
gentleman, but if you have to ask to kiss 
her then you probably shouldn’t be kissing 
her. You’ll be able to feel her vibes in the 
moment.
By the end of the date you should 
have a good idea about how this relation­
ship will proceed. Guys if you had a good 
time and would like to see her again, call 
(or text) her. She will probably be waiting, 
with her phone in her hand, to hear from 
you.
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WALKING TOWARD THE 'ROAD TO RECOVERY'
Students participate in walk to support fellow students father in his fight against lung cancer
Marisa Graniela 
Features Editor
You can always tell who your true 
friends are in a time of need, both good and 
bad.
Senior Peter Rizzo’s father was diag­
nosed with non-smoking lung cancer last 
year and has been in battle ever since. With 
support and strength from his family and 
friends, he continues to fight off the disease 
every day. On Oct. 24,21 Sacred Heart stu­
dents and myself took part in a selfless and 
life changing experience.
A bunch of us traveled to New York 
City to participate in the “LUNGevity 
Walk” for lung cancer in Battery Park, lo­
cated on the southern tip of Manhattan.
With the help of donations, we were 
able to raise $7,645 to sponsor our team, 
“Rizzo’s Road to Recovery,” in the walk. 
After we were all registered and ready to 
go, we all put on our matching team jer­
seys.
Being that we were one of the biggest 
groups there, we turned heads with every 
move we made. It seemed like no matter 
which way you turned, you saw at least one 
of us standing proud with team spirit. At
this point, we were a force to be reckoned 
with. For the first time, Mr. Rizzo could ac­
tually see everyone who stood behind him.
I had never met Mr. Rizzo prior to this 
event. When I was introduced to him, he 
immediately embraced and thanked me for 
my attendance. I felt as if I’ve known him 
for my whole life. Unfortunately, he relies 
on his cane and was unable to participate 
in the walk with the rest of us. However, it 
seemed to me that despite this hardship, he 
stood taller then anyone else.
Walking in the race was a experience 
in itself. Looking around at all the teams 
put a lot into perspective for me. It allowed 
me to really think about the important 
things in life. A lot of the time, we focus on 
the small things and let them get the bet­
ter of us. Seeing all of the survivors and 
fighters smiling and fighting for their lives 
really made everything else seem so small 
and insignificant.
Before I entered the walk, I was un­
sure of what to expect. To be honest, I 
thought it was going to be extremely sad 
and heartbreaking. I was expecting to see 
a lot of families grieving over loved ones 
they lost to the disease.
Fortunately, it was the complete op­
posite. Everyone, including those who 
are currently ill, were smiling and gleam­
ing with happiness. Even the families that 
were participating in the walk to remember
Photo contributed by Natalie Cignatta
Senior Peter Rizzo gathers with friends, family and supporters to walk in support 
of his father’s battle with lung cancer.
a loved one were happy and celebrating life 
instead of questioning what had happened. 
Everyone was so comforting and hopeful, 
that-1 walked away feeling anything but 
sad.
I would suggest to anyone to take time 
out of your schedule and participate in one 
of these walks in the near future. Whether 
you know someone who is directly effect­
ed by the cause or not, it’s an experience 
and a feeling you will never forget.
Being able to say that you donated 
some of your time for any sort of walk or 
run is something you will be forever proud 
of. If you’re interested in donating or par­
ticipating in any walks organized by the 
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Favorite photos taken by your Spectrum staff
Zack Lane 
Photography Editor
Over the summer, I was on Sound Beach with some friends in the morning and saw the saw appear like this. I had 
to quickly snap this picture because as soon as the sunrise came, it was over. My favorite part about this picture 
is the sun’s reflection in the ripples of the water
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Music fans, get your chiropractor on 
speed dial because Willow Smith’s new 
single is launching a “hair-whipping” sen­
sation.
Ten-year-old Willow Smith, daughter 
of A-list actors and musicians Will and Jada 
Pinkett-Smith, is taking the music scene by 
storm. Dropping her debut single “Whip 
My Hair” on Tuesday, Oct. 26, Smith has 
become an overnight sensation.
Following in the footsteps of fellow 
songstress Rihanna, Smith caught the eye 
of hip-hop artist and music producer, Jay-Z 
and signed with his label Roc Nation, ac­
cording to MTV’s website.
“She walked in and the first thing she 
said was, T'm really nervous,’ and I thought, 
‘That's maturity to explain exactly how she 
was feeling when she walked right into the 
room.’ I knew right then she was a star,” 
Jay-Z told MTV. “I believe in superstars. I 
believe in big records and superstars, and I 
think she has both.”
Smith’s debut single has received 
praise from the critics, who have been sur­
prisingly receptive to the single, despite the 
controversy of over-sexiializing children in 
the media in recent time.
“I confess I was inclined at first to 
dismiss her quick rise as the worst kind 
of showbiz nepotism, and the pop stage as 
an entirely inappropriate and overly sexu- 
alized place for one so young,” said Leah 
Greenblatt of Entertainment Weekly, fur­
ther claiming that “this clip is about to put a 
boom in the chiropractic industry.. .because, 
girl can snap it.”
Zach Dionne of the Popeater website 
also praised the nine-year-old musician of 
the moment, calling Smith “a legitimate 
star,” saying “the video stacks up to be the 
incredibly catchy, Rihanna-sounding song 
with killer outfits, fun classroom dance 
pieces and, yes, tons of hair whipping—
with paint.”
Sacred Heart students have also caught 
onto the “hair-whipping” fever.
“She isn’t too young to be recording; 
I think it’s great that she can get into the 
business at a young age,” said freshman 
Jess Mazal. “It’s just a matter of her mate­
rial being appropriate for a kid her age.”
However not all students were recep­
tive to Smith’s new tune.
“I think the music wouldn’t be so bad, 
but mixing with the dancing and the atti­
tude, it does seem to old for her,” said junior 
Lindsay Tomaszewski.
Despite the success, of her single. 
Smith knows that there will always be crit­
ics in regard to her music, but how does this 
young star-in-training overcome the nega­
tive press? By listening to her own advice.
“You can’t be afraid to be yourself,” 
said Smith in an interview with Ryan 
Seacrest. “You have to be yourself and you 
can’t let anyone tell you that it’s wrong.”
'Marie Claire' blogger vs.
FULL'FIGURED SITCOM STARS ?
Jamie Miller 
Staff Reporter
It is hard to turn on the television 
these days without seeing different com­
mercials about weight loss pills, gyms, or 
the next model show coming out.
Americans seem to be obsessed with 
losing weight and being skinny.
On Oct. 25, “Marie Claire” maga­
zine blogger Maura Kelly, made head­
lines with her opinionated post entitled 
“Should Fatties Get a Room?” When 
asked by her editor about whether or not 
“people feel imcomfortable when they 
see overweight people making out on 
television,” Kelly immediately took jabs 
particularly at the actors on CBS’s fresh­
man sitcom “Mike and Molly.”
“Being overweight is one thing— 
those people are downright obese,” said 
Kelly in her post. While she does find that 
“the country’s obsession with physical 
perfection is unhealthy,” she also thinks 
that “it’s at least equally crazy, albeit in 
the other direction, to be implicitly pro­
moting obesity.”
Further, Kelly admits that she would 
be “grossed out if [she] had to watch 
two characters with rolls and rolls of fat 
kissing each other ...because [she’d] be 
grossed out if [she] had to watch them do 
anything.”
Though Kelly was just exercising 
her right to free speech, her comments 
did not sit well with readers. After sever­
al thousand conunents on her blog calling 
her anything from “insensitive” to “pa-
of what I said was unnecessary. It wasn’t 
productive either.”
While people may believe what Kel­
ly wrote, with or without her apologetic 
retraction, to be wrong, some found that 
she had the right to preserve her freedom 
of speech.
“Kelly has a right to free speech, but 
there is an ethical standard of society that 
should be met, including no discrimina­
tion” said senior Leanne Snelders. “There 
is a lot of cultural diversity within the 
United States and people should be cul­
turally sensitive, restraining stereotyping, 
and constraining prejudices or precon­
ceptions of others.”
Despite Kelly explaining to her­
self to readers that she was not being 
“size-ist,” meaning being discrimina­
tory towards people that are overweight, 
commentators did not hold back, calling 
Kelly a “racist.”
“There used to be a day when people 
couldn’t imagine using the same toilet or 
water fountain as somebody of a different 
race—they would use this same kind of 
language,” said Jocelyn Novella, a coun­
selor at the university wellness center.
“What we have to learn in this coun­
try is that judging others as worthless 
based on how they look is unacceptable. 
I’m glad she had to writer her ‘disclaimer 
update’ afterward, which means people 
are speaking up against that kind of big­
otry,” said Novella.
Even though Kelly takes responsi­
bility for her own words in her article, her 
statements also represents the established
tlTeticT" Kelly lvfofrrretracEoCapoIo^'T»***'®«‘‘<^ that she works for.
gizing to all who were hurt by her words.
“I would really like to apologize 
for the insensitive things I’ve said in 
this post,” said Kelly. “Believe it or not, 
I never wanted anyone to feel bullied or 
ashamed after reading this, and I sorely 
regret that it upset people so much. A lot
As a representative of a publica­
tion, I feel she was in the wrong saying 
those things because it brings a negative 
outlook to the publication,” said senior 
A J. DeRita. “She does have the right to 
free speech, but I feel that this statement 
shows a lot about the kind of person that 
she is.”
Is ‘Due Date’ worth the wait?
Chris O’Connell 
Contributing Writer
The due date has finally arrived and 
the delivery room is all set, but this may 
be a baby that only a mother could love.
In the world of genius pairings, “Due 
Date” looked as if it had topped them all. 
The suave, sexy and incredibly manly 
and funny Robert Downey Jr. fresh off of 
Iron Man 2 and the bearded, gut-bustling- 
ly funny, definitely going to be typecast 
Zach Galifianakis of “The Hangover.” 
Take those two men and have them be 
directed by Todd Philips, the liian who 
brought us the runaway comedy of 2009, 
The Hangover and you should have your­
self a hit. What could go wrong? Appar­
ently a lot of things.
Peter Highman (Downey Jr.) is on 
his way to Los Angeles from Atianta so 
he can be present at the birth of his first 
child. After getting booted from the plane 
because of an altercation with Ethan 
Tremblay (Galifianakis) Peter finds him­
self with no money, no ID, and only one 
way home: 3,000 miles and three days 
with the world’s strangest man.
The movie is the equivalent of this 
decade’s “Planes, Trains and Automo­
biles.” The formula for a two-man road 
trip movie is simple. Have one man, 
through an unforeseen circumstance, be 
forced to rely on a second man.
The second man must be nice at first 
but needs to have such a different per­
sonality and lifestyle than the first man; 
enough to create conflict down the road. 
The second man will then reveal some­
thing about himself that explains to the 
first man why he acts in such a way and 
the two will end up best friends forev­
er.
“Due Date” got all these steps right 
but threw away any likeable or enjoy­
able characters. Brief glimpses within 
the movie show some shreds of humanity 
within them but is tossed to the wind in 
the next scene.
When Due Date finished, I was ut­
terly diunbfounded when Peter and Ethan 
ended up as friends. It makes no logical 
sense because they are so at odds with 
each other.
It’s a shame because the movie is re­
ally funny. Downey Jr. and Galifianakis 
are kings of comedic timing. The situa­
tions they are thrown in become increas­
ingly ridiculous and very funny: taking a 
wrong turn down the US-Mexico border 
after getting high (“No, officer my eyes 
are red because I have glaucoma”), gun­
shot wounds, launching off a bridge after 
Ethan falls asleep in broad daylight, and 
Ethan’s cremated dad being accidentally 
made into coffee.
It has all the makings of a classic
road trip movie, but the only character the 
audience can actually relate to is Ethan’s 
dog. Sonny.
I may have been expecting too 
much, but putting Galifianakis in a movie 
with Downey Jr. should be pure gold. I 
really wanted “Due Date” to be a fantas­
tic movie, and it was only saved from the 
bargain bin because the actors are very 
good at what they do. The due date may 
have been a little too early on this one.
Get Reel gives Due Date
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STEWART, Colbert rally with fans in Washington D.C.
AP Photo
Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart talk to the crowd at their “Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear” on Oct. 30.
Venithda Sourignamath 
Staff Reporter
If you looked over at the National Mall in Washing­
ton, D.C. on Saturday, Oct. 30 you would have seen a 
crowd estimated to be more than 200,000 people.
Some dressed up as Charlie Chaplin or Care Bears, 
holding huge signs proclaiming, “You are entitled to your 
own opinion, but not your own spelling” and “I still love 
Brett Favre.”
But what was all the commotion about?
It was actually a gathering, co-hosted by Comedy 
Central stars Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert, called the 
“Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear.” The event was in 
response to the “Restoring Honor Rally” hosted by Fox 
News reporter Glenn Beck, back on Aug. 28.
Stewart made an announcement on the “Daily Show” 
on Oct. 7 on the “Rally to Restore Sanity” website, looking 
for people, “who think that shouting is annoying, counter­
productive, and terrible for your throat; who feel that the 
loudest voices shouldn’t be the only ones that get heard...”
People were buzzing after the announcement, espe­
cially on Facebook and Twitter, where over 100,000 fans 
showed their support by indicating that they would be at­
tending, according to AOL news and the “Rally to Restore 
Sanity” Facebook page.
“When they announced that this rally would be taking 
place, I wish I could have gone to D.C. to show my sup­
port,” said junior Chris Shine.
The rally’s purpose was to critique cable news media 
and the stories which they present to the public. It was to 
bring attention to the fact that Americans are being pushed 
by cable news-driven media, as stated on CBS news’ web­
site.
According to reporter David Knowles on AOL news, 
com, rally was meant to “poke fun at what ‘The Daily 
Show’ emcee considers Beck’s bombastic grandstanding, 
while also attempting to return the American political dis­
course to a more reasoned, less vitriolic volume.”
“I think that the rally has a really interesting topic. 
Lately, with all of the political campaigns, everything you 
hear in conversations and on TV are vulgar and biased,”
said Junior Aimie Rouquie. “I think that it is important for 
people to remember that even though we support different 
ideas we are all fighting for a common cause.”
Broadcasting live on Comedy Central and C-SPAN 
across the country, Colbert and Stewart put on a perfor­
mance similar to their typical televison routines.
The atmosphere at the rally, described by Paul Har­
ris in “The Observer,” was said to be “one of irony and 
humor; of mocking those in power, not seeking to replace 
them. That fits the role that Stewart and Colbert play the 
best.”
Guest appearances also took place throughout the 
evening, including actors Sam Waterston and Don Novello 
and music performances by Sheryl Crow, Kid Rock, and 
Ozzy Osbourne.
Not only was the rally meant to bring minds together 
and entertain, but it was also dedicated to raising money 
for the restoring and improving of the National Mall, ac­
cording to CBS news’ website.
“We encourage you to make donations to the Trust 
for The National Mall. We feel it’s important to preserve 
this historic site for futiue rallies and for future Americans 
to rally on,” said Stewart on the Rally to Restore Sanity 
website.
Since Oct. 31, the National Mall has received over 
$188300 in donations.
“This was such a great cause to raise money for,” said 
Shine. “Even though I wasn’t able to attend I still did my 
best to help out by donating money and support of the Na­
tional Mall.”
‘In the Heights’ dims its lights
Final curtain to close on three-year musical early next year
Hollywood romances fall 
victim to break-up season
Nicole Mastroni 
Staff Reporter
Breakups. At one time or another, ev­
eryone has had to deal with this sore subject. 
But what about dealing with a heartbreak in 
the public eye?
In the past few weeks, the weeklies 
have been flooding newsstands dishing out 
the latest heartbreaks of Hollywood’s elite.
From Comteney Cox and David Ar­
quette’s sudden separation, to “Gossip 
Girl’s” Penn Badgley and Blake Lively, to 
the surprising demise of the 17-year court­
ship of Billy Ray and Tish Cyrus.
“Courteney Cox and David Arquette’s 
separation makes me sad, because I like 
Courteney Cox, and I thought they were cute 
together,” said freshman Vanessa Montoya.
According to People magazine’s web­
site, Cox acknowledges that she and Ar­
quette are no longer on the same page.
• “Sometimes you just realize ‘Wow, we 
actually have grown apart’,” said Cox.
After 11 years of marriage and one 
daughter, the public will have to keep an eye 
out to see if this once solid celebrity two­
some can eventually reconcile.
“There is too much pressure on the ac­
tors and everyone is always looking at their 
lives,” said freshman Erin McGunnigle.
After three years together, Blake Lively 
and Penn Badgley recently called it quits. 
Other than dealing with their personal lives, 
the TV twosome have another situation to 
deal with: maintaining a professional work­
ing relationship while filming their show.
“I can imagine that their breakup would 
make things awkward on the set of ‘Gossip 
Girl,’ said DeLizio. “It seems like they are 
basically avoiding each other unless they are
Tish and Billy Ray Cyrus call it quits
on the set.”
Although, when word spread that super- 
star Miley Cyrus’s parents had filed for di­
vorced on Oct. 27, students felt sympathetic 
towards their current situation as the couple 
has five children, three of which are under 
18.
“It is a sad situation when you have five 
kids together and have spent 17 years togeth­
er building a family to see it all crumble to 
the ground,” said DeLizio.
Who will be the next couple to join 
the breakup fever? As celebrity gossiper 
and blogger extraordinaire Perez Hilton ex­
claimed on his blog, “these breakups are be­
coming like an epidemic. Whatever happens, 
don’t get sucked into the trend Brangelina!”
Dave Gallo 
Staff Reporter
Broadway will soon close up shop 
on the Tony award winning musical “In 
the Heights.”
Recently, news broke that “In the 
Heights” would be closing with no of­
ficial reason why, bidding its farewell 
with a final performace on Jan. 9,2011, 
as reported from the Playbill website.
“I’m so sorry to see it close. I think 
it’s a great Broadway show for the ma­
jority of our generation who are pretty 
indifferent to musicals,” said senior Al- 
legra De Vita.
The play debuted on Feb. 8, 2007 
as an off-Broadway production, eventu­
ally finding its way onto Broadway with 
a total of 1,100 performances, said the 
show’s official website.
According to IMDB, “In the 
Heights” was the brainchild of New 
York native Lin-Manuel Miranda, who 
began his project in 2002 during his 
time at Wesleyan University in Middle- 
town, CT.
Once completed, Miranda pitched 
the idea to the Eugene O’Neil Theater 
Center in Waterford, CT, which led to 
the debut at 37 Arts.
“I went into the show dreading 
it because I was expecting something 
along the lines of 50 Cent on stage at­
tempting to dance and rap,” said De 
Vita. “The show was actually really bril­
liant! I loved every second of it. It was 
so well staged and fantastically written.”
“In the Heights” is a story about 
a vibrant corrrmunity in Manhattan’s 
Washington Heights, where the com­
munity is on a brirrk of change, but full
of hope, dreams and pressures, as ex­
plained on the show’s website.
The show mixes hip-hop and salsa 
creating colorful soimds with a irrrique 
ensemble of characters.
The play climbed great heights in 
terms of attacting talent to fill out the 
cast. “American Idol” wirmer Jordin 
Sparks cmrently portrays the charac­
ter Nina, while “High School Musical” 
alumn Corbin Bleu portrayed the char­
acter Bermy in 2010, as reported by 
IMDB.
Reviews for “Heights” were mostly 
positive, as the New York Ttmes pro­
claimed, “when this musical erupts in 
one of its expressions of collective joy, 
the energy it gives off could light up the 
GerogeWashington Bridge for a year or 
two.”
However, there was some negative 
feedback as well. The New York Daily 
News said “with a shallow story, Broad­
way’s ‘In the Heights’ can’t soar.”
Despite what the critics may say, 
others have found the musical to be a 
new take on fresh material.
“‘In the Heights’ was the first 
Broadway musical I have ever seen, 
and it was a great introduction into the 
Broadway world,” said junior Amanda 
Rivera. “The music was mind blowing 
and all the characters gave a touching 
performance. It talked about real issues 
and showcased a culture that is typically 
not shown in modem Broadway shows.”
Since its debut, the musical won a 
Tony in 2008 for Best Musical and one 
for Best Original Score. The musical 
also won a Graimny for Best Musical 
Show Album.
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Spotlight on STUDENT GOVERNMENT
A word from your Student Government President
To my fellow Students,
It’s hard to believe that the semester is more than half 
way completed. It seems like just yesterday we were distrib­
uting “super fan” t-shirts at the Big Red BBQ. For student 
government it has been a very productive year thus far and 
we are excited to continue to accomplish goals for the student 
body. Our ultimate goal as an organization is to represent the 
interests of the students and work to make sme that your voice 
is heard. Over the course of the past two and a half months, 
many of you have stopped by the student government office 
or have e-mailed to speak with us about life at Sacred Heart. 
I am proud to provide you, the students, with updates to the 
changes that have been made as a result of our conversations.
We appreciate the you reaching out to us with your 
thoughts regarding the changes with Chartwells at the start of 
the semester. We came together and worked with administra­
tion to address some of the prominent concerns. Students had 
voiced that they missed the use of the Mahogany Room space 
for studying and dining at the same time. Just last week we 
revealed the new UC commons space, another student space 
offering the same amenities of the mahogany room. Senate 
also worked with the library to allow food on the first floor.
Additionally, we are in the process of bringing “hydration 
stations,” filtered water coolers that will replace fountains, to 
campus so that students who aren’t dining in Chartwells can 
still have access to “free” water. We are also working on a 
discount program for coffee if you use a recyclable mug.
One of our main goals this year is taking the time to 
reach out to the student body. Each week, senators are in­
terviewing students at random to complete student outreach 
reports. The executive board is also doing the same. LoQk,out 
for your representatives carrying a red clipboard with the SG 
logo on it, they will be asking for your thoughts! The best way 
to serve you is by getting to know you and my hope is that 
each student knows that their voice matters. In the upcoming 
months we take what we have learned from these reports and 
bring the knowledge and insights gained to our respective ad­
ministrators.
CT Six Classic
Ticket sales hosted by 
Student Government
y.!r ; I
1 When: SattrofeyjlNov. 1'!^
The SpectrumA'enithda Sourignamath
This past Tiiesday, Nov. 8, the sophomore class board 
hosted their annual Midnight Volleyball tournament.
The executive board has just wrapped up with the annual 
SHU Hoops Madness event, and is continuing to work with 
administration on the plans for the new student services build­
ing. We are determined to make sure that this new space is a 
place for students to dine comfortably, study and socialize.
In the coming weeks, myself along with fellow student 
government members will be working with our interim presi­
dent, Dr. John Petillo, to share with him the thoughts of the 
students and our vision for the University which we love. Dr. 
Petillo will be hosting a student meeting to address all the 
students and I am encouraging every student to attend!
I thank you for sharing your thoughts to us so that we 
could find resolutions that work for everyone. As always, I 
assure you that student government will always put our all 
into working for your best interest.
------ Please^ feel free to.«top by-wd see-us a&ytiiHe in the-stU::^
dent government office located down­




Where: Mohegan Sun Arena 
Uncasville, CT
Gaines: 4 p.m. - SHU vs. Fairfield
6 p.m. - Hartford vs. CCSU H 
8 p.m. - Yale vs. Quinnipia<|ji
Why go to the event:
“It was created to help draw attenil] 
tion to the high level of Division I ; 
men’s basketball played in the state 11 
of Connecticut,” said Mark Adzi-;j 
gian, senior associate athletic direc- :j 
tor for operations.
; I 
iiHow to get your hands on a ticket: fj
Students can purchase tickets nowjj 
through Nov. 12 in both the student | 
life and athletic ticket offices from 9 I 
a.m. to 7 p.m. for $5 with your Sa- j 
pred Heart ID. Come the dav of tb^j
event, tickets will only be available^) 
at the Mohegan Sun box office for $71 
with a student ID. Tickets are good ! 
for all three games.
by Danielle Vuotto, Staff Reporter jl
STUDENT SENATE CORNER
Featuring senior senator Nicole Rowlands
Maile Hetherington 
Staff Reporter
Between balancing dance practices with 
a job at a law firm, who would have extra 
time? Senior senator Nicole Rowlands finds 
the time to be an active and devoted member 
of student government.
Rowlands was voted senator of the month 
for her contributions and hard work.
“As a senior member of the student sen­
ate, she is a major asset to student govern­
ment,” said vice president and senior Mario 
Valenti. “She is a part of the Chartwells com­
mittee in senate and has done a great job of 
handling the numerous issues with the new 
meal plan and the Mahogany Room restric­
tions.”
She has a very unique dual role because 
she sits on the senate and serves as part of her 
class board. Her duties include event plan­
ning for the class of 2011 and issuing random 
student outreach reports to find out what stu­
dents’ likes and dislikes are on campus.
Being a three-year member of student 
government has provided her with many ac­
complishments. She helped the campus op­
erations committee to put recycling bins in 
the hallways and devoted a plethora of time 
last year getting the William H. Pitt Center to 
extend its hours of operation. None of this has 
gone unnoticed.
“Nicole is a hard worker and a great lead­
er,” Valenti said.
Her hard work and dedication extends far 
beyond the student government office. On top
The Spectrum/vemuida SoungnamaU
of being an English major and political sci­
ence minor, she is a four-year member of the 
Sacred Heart dance team. She also has an in­
ternship at a law office in Bridgeport, Conn, 
and recently took the LSATs. Currently, she is 
deciding between a career path in either law 
or English.
Despite her already busy schedule, Row­
lands joined student government to broaden 
her horizons and make a difference.
“Dance team was all I did before and I 
wanted to do something else that was for the 
school and not just for myself,” said Row­
lands. “When we really want to change some­
thing and work hard enough to do it, it’s great 
seeing how students react.”
“Knowing once you put in the hard word, 
it’s worth it because you can see a physical 
change on campus in the end,” she said.
New year, new class, new board
Danielle Vuotto 
Staff Reporter
The student government at Sa­
cred Heart University serves as the 
representative voice of the student 
body to faculty and administration, 
where students can become involved 
through their class boards, school or­
ganizations, and committees.
Mario Valenti, the vice president 
for senate, and the chairman of the 
freshman election committee notes a 
positive change in the organization.
“In these two years, we have seen 
a tremendous increase in the amount 
of students that have come out to run 
in the elections as well as students 
coming out to vote,” he said.
When deciding to run for a posi­
tion, students take on a big responsi­
bility. After candidates declare what 
position he or she would like, they 
review a list of guidelines for their 
preferred position. Once this is done, 
each person must obtain 60 signatures 
from other students. This is the way 
students are informed who is running
for a position on student government.
“The majority of the people 
seemed very enthusiastic about run­
ning for their desired position,” said 
Lauren Kali, president of the class of 
2014.
The next step in the election pro­
cess is campaigning. Each candidate 
is required to write a brief summary 
of why they are running for the cho­
sen position and asked to have a video 
recording of the summary as well. But 
they also get creative.
“Some candidates campaigned 
through making t-shirts, bright col­
ored posters, and even some catchy 
slogans,” Kalil said.
Finally, the announcing of elec­
tion results was held in Hawley 
Lounge, and the freshman class board 
was formed.
“There is a lot of potential for the 
new freshmen class board,” Valenti 
said. “They all seem to be very moti­
vated and ready to work hard. Lauren 
has done a great job of getting them 
all on task and starting the year off on 
a good note.”
Meet the 2014 Freshman Class Board
President: Lauren Kalil 
Vice PresidentrArianna Narayan 





’Preasurer: Stephen Hanshaw 
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Truly A EO.KC.E/ to be reckoned with
Organization brings dance teams together for annual kick-off event
The SHU F.OJR.C j;. dance team performs in a dress rehearsal Sunday, Oct. 24 
before their kick-off show later that week.
Jessica Colucci 
Staff Reporter
If you walked into the Edgerton Cen­
ter at Sacred Heart University on Tuesday, 
Oct. 26 at 10:10 p. m., you would have been 
a part of the 7th Annual SHU EO.R.C.E. 
Kick-off. This event featured performanc­
es by the University of New Haven Dance 
and Step Teams, Fairfield University’s Hip 
Hop Team, Sacred Heart’s own Dance 
Team, Omega Phi Kappa Fraternity, and 
SHU F.O.R.C.E. themselves.
Kick-off is SHU F.O.R.C.E.’s biggest 
fundraising event of the year. It is such a 
successful event that last year Kick-off 
won the award for “Fundraising Event of 
the Year.”
Alumna and grad student Eileen Mc- 
Garry attended kick-off this year.
“I was incredibly impressed with the 
caliber of talent displayed on stage,” she 
said.
She described F.O.R.C.E. as being 
“comprised of a group of wonderful young 
women who are truly passionate about 
dance and who continue to bring joy, light, 
and entertainment to the SHU communi­
ty.”
To the current members of F.O.R.C.E., 
the club is about dance. President of SHU 
F.O.R.C.E., senior Jacquelyn Comandini 
feels the name brilliantly defines what the 
club is about.
“F.O.R.C.E. stands for Fusion Of 
Rhythm, Creativity, and Energy, and the 
name says it all. We incorporate all types 
of dance into our club, such as jazz, hip-
hop, tap, lyrical, cheer funk, kick-line, and 
many more.”
Junior fundraising chair Josephine 
Ferrantelli said that what F.O.R.C£. means 
is “the definition of dance we stand by.”
Senior vice president Lauren Miska 
called SHU F.O.R.C.E. “ a club where you 
can smile, have fun, be energetic, and also 
love what you are doing.”
Having been on the executive board 
for three years, Miska has seen great im­
provement.
“SHU F.O.R.C.E. has come a long 
way since it first started in 2003,” said 
Miska. “I hear from many that each year 
our team keeps impressing the audience,” 
she said. “We are becoming stronger as a 
team but also as individuals.”
Ferrantelli agreed that the club has 
changed.
“Since I have been on e-board for the 
past two years, the charisma, atmosphere, 
and genres of dance and girls’ enthusiasm 
has changed dramatically,” she said.
Having attended Kick-off, McGarry 
saw first-hand the changes in the club.
“F.O.R.C.E. has come a long way 
since my freshman year and I am so proud 
to call myself an alumna of such an amaz­
ing club,” said McGarry. “I know that with 
the dedication of all the current members, 
this club can exceed any of my highest ex­
pectations for success.”
Comandini has seen a definite change, 
just in the number of members.
“SHU F.O.R.C.E. has come a long 
way since it was first established eight 
years ago. We now have approximately 60
members, who actively participate in the 
club, and growing,” said Comandini.
These 60 members “must participate 
in either the fundraising or advertising as­
pects of the organization,” said McGarry. 
“Anyone can be a member. If you would 
like to dance, you must audition.”
The organization will also be selling 
Christmas dance grams outside of Chart- 
wells soon. Their recitals shows will be on 
Tuesday April 12 at 10:10 p. m. and Sat­
urday April 16 at 2 p. m. in the Edgerton 
Center for the Performing Arts.
With much to look forward to, some 
members of the club are looking forward 
to the future.
“I hope they continue to be open to 
new dance styles and ideas, always think 
‘outside the box’, and keep the art of dance 
alive,” said Comandini.
However, others’ expectations are not 
based on dance.
“I hope people understand that SHU 
F.O.R.C.E. is an experience of a lifetime to 
develop socially, emotionally, and expand 
in friendships that will never be broken.”
‘Loko’ beverage is cause of concern on college campuses
Andrea Gorkofsky 
Staff Reporter
“Blackout in a can,” may be a conunon expression 
now amongst college students refering to a 23.5-ounce can 
of the caffeinated alcohol drink that has developed a love/ 
hate relationship with the United States, a Four Loko.
College students across the country have been hos­
pitalized and in some cases died due to consuming Fom 
Loko. According to an article from USA Live Headlines’ 
website, reporter Joel Mackey explains what happened 
when police arrived at a party where nine people were 
brought to the hospital.
“At first, authorities suspected possible drug use was 
the cause of the multiple illnesses from the same party,” 
said Mackey. “Apparently an alcoholic energy drink called 
Four Loko is the culprit.”
Authorities may have been lead to believe it was a 
drug behind the sick students because of thei components 
found in just one can.
“Four Loko is said to contain as much alcohol as five 
to six beers and as much caffeine as up to five cups of cof­
fee,” Mackey said.
While the media has been buzzing with stories about 
the madness that is Four Loko, Sacred Heart University 
has stepped in to do the same. Jaiuce Kessler, the coordi­
nator of alcohol and other drug services at Sacred Heart, 
sent out an e-mail to the student body on Oct. 28.
“It is extremely dangerous for you,” Kessler said. 
“The stimulant effects of the caffeine wipe out the effects 
of the alcohol so people do not realize how drunk they 
are getting and therefore put themselves at higher risk for 
alcohol poisoning or even death.”
Despite the dangers, students who are of age at Sa­
cred Heart still seem to occasionally enjoy a can of the 
beverage.
“I’ve tried it once and it was a big mistake,” said se­
nior Lyndsey Balog. “It was the most disgusting thing I 
have ever tasted and it is not worth drinking especially 
since it’s supposed to be so bad for you.”
Others agree that the taste may not be so great, but it 
is not stopping them from drinking the can.
“I drink them sometimes even though they don’t taste
The 23,5-ounce canned beverage has been known to 
cause several health problems for college students 
across the country.
good,” said senior Ryan McCarthy.
Some don’t even mind the flavors that much and find 
some to be mildly enjoyable.
“1 drink Four Loko but I only like a few flavors such 
as the lemonade and blue raspberry,” said senior Nicole 
Belfiore.
The variety of flavors is not the only thing that keeps 
people coming back for more. The low cost of $2.50 for a 
can makes the beverage affordable for a college student.
“I may not like the taste, but they get you drunk quick
at such a low cost,” McCarthy said.
These sentiments continue among university seniors.
“I think they’re good,” said senior Jade Ean-Heller. “I 
love the variety of flavors and especially the fact that they 
are so inexpensive.”
Belfiore also brought up the low price.
“I like drinking them because all I have to do is buy 
one, which is so cheap, and I’m set for the night,” she said.
One can is enough to keep students satisfied for a 
cheap pre-game, but can also result in a hospital visit.
“We have had one student go to the hospital this 
semester from Sacred Heart after only drinking one 
can,” Kessler said. “Students need to remember that one 
24-ounce can is equivalent to five or six shots of hard al­
cohol.”
The question remains: should Four Loko be baimed 
from college campuses in the United States? Rumors have 
been circulating that they will be very soon, but students 
seem to think that should not happen.
“I don’t think they should be banned, I just think the 
public should be better informed about them,” Ean-Heller 
said. “I know a lot of policy-makers want to ban them be­
cause people are abusing them but I don’t see why they 
should be baimed and everyone should suffer just because 
some can’t handle them.”
Others say it is a personal choice whether or not they 
wish to take the risk.
“I don’t believe they should be banned because a per­
son has a right to drink them if they choose,” McCarthy 
said. “It is not my fault some people are irresponsible.”
While Belfiore said she could “live with or without 
it,” she also agreed with McCarthy and Ean-Heller for 
their reasoning on why it should not be banned.
“If you’re going to drink three in one night you should 
not be allowed to drink at all because it shows immatu­
rity,” said Belfiore.
Kessler strongly believes that Four Loko needs to be 
banned from the country.
“I do think it should be banned,” she said. “It is tar­
geted at underage drinkers and students are having black­
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Senior captain Evan Mladenoff scores the first goal of the game last Saturday in Sacred Heart’s 4-2 win over AIC at Harbor Yard.Men’s hockey earns first win
Defeat AIC, 4-2 at Harbor Yard opener
AI Malafronte 
Staff Reporter
In their first home game played at the 
Arena at Harbor Yard, the Sacred Heart 
University Pioneers brought home their first 
win of the year on Saturday, November 6. A 
4-2 victory over the American Int’l College 
Yellow Jackets improved the Pioneers’ record 
to 1-5-1 overall, and 1-2-1 in conference play.
“We have been in a slump,” said sopho-
Pioneers - 4 
Yellow Jackets - 2
more goalkeeper Steven Legatto. “We were 
nervous about the fact that we needed the win 
at such a crucial time in the season. We made 
sure that we were mentally focused and ready 
to go from the start.”
The Pioneers struck early, scoring just 
2:59 into the game, when junior Anthony 
Yelovich set up senior Evan Mladenoff-on 
backhander, the goal was also assisted by 
sophomore Alex Stuart.
The Yellow Jackets held a 2-1 lead late 
in the second period, after freshman Nick 
Campanale and freshman Jon Puskar netted 
goals. However, junior Matt Gingera recorded 
a goal of his own, to tie the game at two going 
into the third period.
The tie didn’t last for long, as sophomore 
Reid McLeod scored the Pioneers’ third goal 
on a power play, which put the squad ahead 
3-2.
Sophomore Eric Delong clinched the vic­
tory with a goal with just 14 seconds remaining 
in the game, making the score 4-2.
“I felt I played well and made some key 
saves to secure the win,” said Legatto who 
saved a total of 27 shots in the victory. “Our 
team did a great job of blocking shots and
keeping the shots to the outside which made 
my job easier.
It was a crisp game of hockey for the 
Pioneers, as they outshot the Yellow Jackets 
34-29, and went two for six on power plays.
“What I take most from this game is that 
the win was a total team effort,” said Legatto. 
“We are all very proud of ourselves and hope 
to build off this going forward. It’d be nice 
to jump ahead in the standings by stringing 
together a few wins.”
The Pioneers are set to begin a two- 
game road trip at Robert Morris this Friday, 
November 12, and hope to keep the good 
vibrations alive in their ultimate pursuit for 
victory.
“We now know we can win if we all 
play together and battle for one another,” said 
Legatto. “That’s the key to wiiming, so if we 
keep our confidence and work ethic up, we can 
for sure be a contender for the championship.”






On college campuses 
all across the country foot­
ball rules all. Every Sat­
urday morning on most 
college campuses students 
awake to the smell of hotdogs and hamburg­
ers grilling in the parking lot. The thrill of the 
pregame is an experience unlike any other.
Athletes are gods among men. They walk 
through the campus with their heads high and 
chest out. They are the best of the best.
At Sacred Heart things are no different. 
When you walk through the halls or sit in the 
cafeteria you can clearly identify the football 
team. They tend to be loud, cocky, and obnox­
ious. Most of them believe they are the next 
Peyton Manning or Lawrence Taylor. The sad 
truth is that they are not. As for a matter of fact
most of their football dreams will end at Sacred 
Heart’s Campus Field.
This year I attempted to change the for­
mat of The Spectrum. I made a vow to give 
different sports a sample of the lime light. As 
a result, I created the weekly day in the life 
section and made sure that the teams that were 
successful would be getting the coverage. At 
3-7 I have omitted the football team from the 
past few issues for these reasons.
Last week I awoke to some very disturb­
ing news. “Hey did you see Barstool? Sacred 
heart is on it” Oh [expletive]. It appears that 
a Twitter video taken after Sacred Heart’s vic­
tory over Monmouth had made its way to the 
sports blog, Barstool Sports Boston.
I didn’t even have to read the article to 
know that this was bad. Within an hour the 
video was removed however the post remains. 
The blog writer, “elpresidente” bashed our 
program and mocked us saying, “Sacred Heart
wins the National Championship! Oh wait they 
are 3-6.”
Now as I’ve stated. I’m not the biggest 
Pioneers football fanatic. But the blog went 
too far. I was pretty impressed to learn that 
we defeated Georgetown, a halfway decent 
program. Then the following week we defeated 
Momnouth, another typically above-average 
program. While the video, which depicted 
a celebrating team and dancing head coach 
Gorham was a tad over the top, I can under­
stand the excitement.
No one believed that we would or even 
could defeat Georgetown, let alone Monmouth. 
When it happened, the boys deserved to cel­
ebrate. They earned it.
I congratulate each and every one of you. 
But next time please be smart. Don’t post dumb 
stuff on the internet. Once it is up there anyone 
can see it, and anyone can blog about it.
T
i
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Sports
Barroso inducted into the NESHF
Liam Roecklein 
Asst. Sports Editor
The National Football League’s hall 
of fame head coach and legend, Vince 
Lombardi, once said, “Coaches who can 
outline plays on a black board are a dime 
a dozen. The ones who win get inside their 
players and motivate.”
Sacred Heart University men’s soccer 
head coach, Joe Barroso, has proven that 
he is a great coach through the numerous 
wins he has had in his coaching career. 
And because of his many successes, he 
is one of five who make up the newest 
class to be inducted into the New England 
Soccer Hall of Fame.
“I feel that just to be named along 
with all those people that I have looked up 
to throughout my career speaks volumes,” 
said Barroso. “It’s luce to he recognized 
for something that I have been putting a lot 
of work into and love so much.”
Coach Barroso’s adoration for the 
game of soccer began at a very young age 
when he was a player coming to the United 
States from Portugal.
“I came to the United States at the age 
of 12 in 1976 and here I went to schools 
in Bridgeport” said Barroso. “From 
there I went on to Southern Connecticut 
State Uiuversity where I won a National 
Championship in 1990. During my career 
I was one of 30 in the country who went 
on to play for the US National team, and
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
Coach Joe Barroso poses for a photo.
from there I went on to play in the most 
competitive soccer division in Europe for 
a team in Portugal called G.D. Chaves.”
As if being a professional soccer 
player was not enough, Barroso simultane­
ously coached the women’s team at Sacred 
Heart while the soccer program was in its 
infancy.
“My coaching career began here in 
1991, and in 1992 I became the wom­
en’s soccer coach at Sacred Heart when 
we were still a Division II school,” said
Barroso. “At that time it was a part time 
job and I was able to be a professional 
and coach at the same time. From there,
I went on to coach at Yale University 
in 1995 while I also coached the men’s 
and women’s teams at the University of 
Bridgeport for several years. After leaving 
UB, I returned to Sacred Heart to coach the 
women’s soccer team in the year 2000.”
The accomplishments as a coach 
at Sacred Heart came inunediately for 
Barroso, who had won a NEC Division I 
title in only his second year coaching at 
Sacred Heart.
“In 2001,which was my second year 
here with the women’s team, we were the 
first program in Sacred Heart history to 
win the NEC’s and for the first time we 
went on to the NCAA tournament,” said 
Barroso.
After several years with the women, 
the school decided that it would be better 
for the school if Barroso were to move 
onto the men’s team, who were struggling 
at the time.
“When I took over the men’s team in 
2005, we were at the bottom of the confer­
ence and we were ranked very low nation­
ally, said Barroso. “The next year we made 
it to the NEC playoffs and that success has 
continued to this present season. We won
II games this year, which is the most in 
school history, and we have been ranked 
second regionally and ranked in the top 60 
in the nation.”
Besides all of his success on the field.
Barroso has become an excellent role 
model to his players who are always look­
ing to him for advice.
“He has taught me a lot of persever­
ance,” said senior Tyler Locatell. “He 
believes that hard work will bring rewards 
and that is something he always stresses. 
He’s a great coach, he motivates us, and 
he has so much knowledge for the game. 
But what he is always teaching us is that 
soccer is a team sport, and it’s not what the 
individual does it’s what the team does.”
The player’s are certainly happy with 
the accomplishments of their team this 
year, but they are also proud of their 
coach’s many achievements, and they are 
glad that he is being recognized for every­
thing he has done.
“It’s nice having a coach who has 
accomplished so much,” said seiuor 
Lusiano Dadario. “He’s taken the program 
to the next level and will continue to do so 
in the years to come.”
Coach Barroso is grateful for all the 
attention he is receiving for being inducted 
into the NESHF, but throughout his career 
he has just been happy to be around the 
sport that he loves the most.
“There are so many people to thank 
but especially those at Sacred Heart who 
have put their faith in me to coach both the 
women’s and men’s soccer teams, and for 
that I am forever grateful,” said Barroso. 
“I enjoy coming to work everyday and I 
compete in over 40 leagues, so soccer will 
always be in my blood.”
WEEK 9: BEST AND WORST OF THE NFL
RyanHaimable t :
Asst. Sports Editor
Week lune was a very exciting and 
unpredictable one in the National Football 
League. There were some games with 
dramatic finishes and overtimes, and then 
there were some blowouts that people did 
not necessarily see coming. With that here 
is the best and worst from week itine.
Best game: Minnesota Vikings over 
Arizona Cardinals
The drama in the Minnesota locker 
room carried over onto the field in a dra­
matic 27-24 win for the Vikings. They had 
a huge comeback in the foiulh quarter to 
force overtime and then won it on a Ryan 
Longwell field goal, saving coach Brad 
Childress’ job in the process. Brett Favre 
had another career game, throwing for 
a career high 446 yards and leading the 
Vikings comeback in the foiuth quarter. 
The Vikings scored 14 points in the final
3:30 to force the overtime session.
Worst game: New York Giants over 
Seattle Seahawks
The Giants took it to the Seahawks, in 
a 41-7 blow out win. The Giants scored 21 
first quarter points and never looked back. 
It was 41-0 at the end of the third before 
the Seahawks avoided the shutout on a 
Ben Oboman touchdown in the fourth. 
Quarterback Eli Manning led the Giants 
going 21-32 for 290 yards and three touch­
downs.
Best player performance: Peyton 
Hillis, Cleveland Browns
Hillis led the Browns to a huge upset 
win over the New England Patriots 34-14. 
Hillis was imstoppable on Sunday rush­
ing for 184 yards on 29 carries. He ran 
for two touchdowns. He also added three 
catches for 36 yards. He averaged 6.3 
yards a carry, which came against a Patriot 
defense, which was ranked eleventh in the 
league against the run going into the game.
Worst player performance: The 
whole DaUas Cowboys team
The Cowboys simply got destroyed 
on nationcd television Sunday night against 
the Packers 45-7. This ultimately led to 
their coach Wade Phillips being fired on 
Monday. Jason Garrett will be taking 
over for the remainder of the season. The 
Cowboys fell behind 28-0 in the first half 
and it was all-downhill after that. The 
Cowboys had four turnovers on the night, 
and their record falls to 1-7.
Biggest upset: Cleveland Browns 
over New England Patriots
The Patriots came into Simday’s game 
as being the best team in the league in 
some experts minds but the Browns took 
it to them all game long in a convinc­
ing 34-14 victory. The Patriots came into 
the game at a league best 6-1 and the 
Browns were 2-5. The Browns got off to a 
qxuck 10-0 lead before Tom Brady and the 
Patriot offense even stepped on the field. 
The Browns defense pressured Brady all
game long and the Patriots offense was 
confused and out of sync throughout the 
game.
What to look for in week 10:
Week 10 will be a critical week for 
some teams that are fighting for their play­
off lives. One game to pay close attention 
to is the Tennessee Titans and the Miami 
Dolphins. Randy Moss will see his first 
action as a Titan after being claimed off 
of waivers last week. He is playing for his 
third team in less than a month.
We will also look towards Cleveland 
and question whether or not they can 
continue there dominence when they meet 
the 6-2 New York Jets. The game of the 
week features two AFC powerhouses, the 
Pittsburgh Steelers hosting the Patriots on 
Simday Night Football. The action begins 
on Thursday night this week in a special 
matchup between the Baltimore Ravens 
and Atlanta Falcons.
Women’s volleyball drops pair of matches
Erin Burke tea an error, giving them the set winning point. The final Sacred Heart rallied and tied the match at one set
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball 
team had a heartbreaking weekend in Pennsylvania as 
losses against Robert Morris University and St. Francis 
(PA) broke their 20 game winning streak, the longest 
streak in the programs history.
Sacred Heart opened the weekend against Robert 
Morris. Despite being down, 15-12 halfway through the 
first set, the Pioneers were able the pull out a point. An 
ace from senior captain Courtney Kidd-Kadlubek gave 
Sacred Heart the final point, finishing the set 25-23.
The second set was a bit less exciting, as the Pioneers 
won 25-11. Sacred Heart’s side of the net was virtually 
perfect, with just two errors, 19 kills and two consecutive 
aces from sophomore Nicole Morales.
It looked like Sacred Heart was going to steal the 
third set as well, coming out with six of the first seven 
points scored. However over the next few minutes, Robert 
Morris fought hard, earning a 13-9 lead. Both teams con­
tinued to pressme each other until Sacred Heart conunit-
of the third set was 25-22.
The fourth set was another close match. The Pioneers 
broke down defensively, committing 10 errors. Junior 
Jessica Colberg earned 13 of her match high 26 digs to 
keep the score close. However the Pioneers fell 19-25 as 
the Colonials tied the match.
The fifth and final set, much like the entire game, 
was a battle. Sacred Heart fell behind early but was able 
to climb back into a 10-9 lead. The Colonials kept strong 
pressure and finally an error from Pioneers’ gave Robert 
Morris the set 15-13, and the match.
Sunday’s match up against St. Francis (PA) was 
going to be just as challenging as Saturday’s game. Sacred 
Heart played strong as sophomore Elise Sage led the team 
with 18 kills. But even Sage’s outstanding performance 
couldn’t match the four St. Francis players that earned kill 
totals in the double digits.
The first set, like all the sets to come, was a back 
and forth battle. Despite consecutive aces from Kadlubek, 
pulling the team with in one point, the Pioneers dropped 
the opening set, 21-25.
apiece. Outstanding play from freshman Dianis Mercado 
and Sage led Sacred Heart to the 25-16 victory.
The same score would end the third set, as Sacred 
Heart pulled ahead with a 2-1 set lead. Mercado had 
another impressive showing and Sacred Heart’s strong 
defensive play caused an offensive error for St. Francis, 
resulting in the winning point.
The fourth set was the closest of the weekend. Both 
teams fought back and fourth and a kill from junior, Maile 
Hetherington, put the Pioneers at match point, leading 
24-23. However, the Red Storm fought back hard and won 
the set 27-25, tying the match 2-2.
In the fifth set, the Pioneers started out strong but 
eventually found themselves in a deadly 10-5 hole. Two 
back-to-back offensive errors would give St. Francis the 
game winning points as the set fiiushed at 15-7, in favor 
of the Red Storm.
This weekends losses puts Sacred Heart tied for first 
place in the Northeastern Conference. They will return to 
the court for a home match up against Long Island this 
Sunday, Nov 14 at 1 p.m.
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WITH PAUL PABST OF
'The dan Patrick Show'
Ryan Hannable 
Asst. Sports Editor
Paul Pabst, the executive producer of 
“The Dan Patrick Show”, came to Sacred 
Heart University last Wednesday night to 
speak to students in the Schine Auditorium. 
He talked about his experiences in the field 
of producing and broadcast journalism. The 
Spectrum sat down one-on-one with Pabst 
after he spoke to the smdents.
How did you get into radio and tele­
vision production?
“1 went to Southern Illinois University. 
I got my first job at CBS when I was a 
bartender in New York City. I was work­
ing one night, and two men were having a 
debate about sports. I jumped into the con­
versation and gave them the correct answer. 
They said they worked for CBS Sports and 
they said they needed someone to replace 
one of them because they had just got a 
promotion. All 1 needed to do was show up 
at 7:00 a.m. I got out of work at 4:30 a.m., 
had a shower, ate breakfast and went there. 
I was the stat guy, and I just kept my head 
down the whole time. They didn’t even tell 
me to come back the next week, but I did 
anyway. I was offered a job the next week.”
Did yon always have a passion for 
sports radio/television?
“Yes, always. I grew up in Chicago, 
and my Dad loved the Bears. He was actu­
ally friend’s with Dick Butkus. I didn’t 
always want to work in sports, but wanted 
to work in a job that I liked. I found work in 
sports because I like sports.”
What does an “executive producer” 
do in radio?
“I like to refer to myself as an air traffic 
controller, and the on air talent is the pilot 
and the star. You cannot land a plane with­
out the air traffic controller. I help with the 
ideas for the show and the topics for each 
day. I also help plan the guests, and I am 
Dan Patrick’s audience, as well. I do a little 
bit of everything. “
What has been yon favorite guest
The Spectrum/Sean Elliott
Paul Pabst speaks to students last week
that you have had on the Dan Patrick 
Show?
“Charles Barkley, because he is so 
brutally honest. Bob Knight. Larry Bird 
is great. John Smoltz is very entertaining. 
Guys that have a honest conversation are 
the best guests, it is not always the famous 
guy. Tony Stewart, Dale Earnhardt Jr. and 
Landon Donovan are all good as well.”
What is it like working with Dan 
Patrick?
“It is fantastic. He is a blast. I watched 
Sports Center every night in college and 
saw Dan Patrick every night. 15 years later 
I am working with him at the Super Bowl. 
He is the best in the business. He works 
hard every single day and he is not scared 
to ask tough questions and that is what sets 
him apart from the rest. —,------
“The Dan Patrick Show” airs every 
weekday from 9 a.m.- noon on over 300 
radio stations throughout the country. There 
is also a simulcast on Direct TV. Pabst also 
plans on teaching a course at Sacred Heart 
on radio production in either the spring or 
fall of 2011.”
Record-setting performance
The Spectrum would like to congratulate quarterback Dale Fink (#14) on 
his record settting day last Saturday in the Pioneers 35-23 loss to Albany. Fink 
^^etrfive school records on the day, and also became the Northeast Conference 
all-time leader in touchdown passes.
Fink broke four of his own school records for completions in a game (36), 
pass attempts in a game (61), passing yards in a game (414) and completions in 
one season (235). He also added a new school record in pass attempts in a sea­
son (393).
He also set a new Northeast Conference record for career passing touch­
down passes (77). Fink will look to become the NEC’s all-time passing leader 
in next weeks season finale versus Wagner at Campus Field. He needs only 136 
yards to set a new record.
Women’s ice hockey falls 
to Brown, drops to 0-7
Whitney Hughes 
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University wom­
en’s hockey traveled to Providence, RI 
over the weekend to take on Brown 
University. The Pioneers fell to the Bears 
5-1.
Sacred Heart lost their seventh 
straight game of the season. The teams 
played 14 minutes of a scoreless first 
period. Brown University ended the peri­
od strong and scored two goals in the 
final minutes of the period. One of the 
goals came on the power play.
The Pioneers got their offense going 
in the second period and the lead was cut 
in half with a goal from junior defender, 
Caitlin Gottwald. The goal was unas­
sisted, and was Gottwald’s first of the 
season.
Sacred Heart could not notch anoth­
er goal in the third period and Brown 
iced the win with three goals in the final 
period. Brown University sophomore. 
Erica Farrer, scored two of the goals in 
the third period to take the game away 
ft-om the Pioneers. In the third period. 
Brown outshot Sacred Heart 16-6.
Sacred Heart had six chances on 
power plays but was unable to find the 
back of the net. Brown University con­
nected on one of their two power plays 
opportunities.
“It was definetely a tough loss,” said 
Gottwald. “We played really hard and 
gave them a good fight. The goal defi- 
netly pumped up our momentum we just 
couldn’t pull out a win.”
Sacred Heart’s freshman goaltender, 
Alexius Schutt made 42 saves on the 
day. Brown University goaltender, Katie 
Jamieson, made 20 saves for the Bears.
The Pioneers have struggled offen­
sively this season, scoring only five goals 
in their first seven games. Four of those 
came in one game against St. Anselm’s. 
They have been shutout four times this 
season.
“We’re moving on and focusing 
on Nichols this weekend...taking the 
momentum from these past few games 
into this [upcoming] weekend,” said 
Gottwald.
The Pioneer’s fell to 0-7 on the 
season in their loss to Brown. The team 
played Holy Cross on Tuesday, but results 
were unavailable as of press time. Sacred 
Heart will hit the ice Saturday when they 
travel to Nichols College.
This article was contributed to by 
Sacred Heart Athletic Communications 
Department.




The Sacred Heart men’s soccer team 
closed the 2010 regular season at Fairleigh 
Dickinson last Satiuday night, which ended 
in a draw. The teams played to a 0-0 draw. 
The Pioneers finished the year with a pro­
gram record of wins and a record of 11-5-2.
With the tournament in their sights, the 
Pioneers were more than ready to end their 
season on a high note on Saturday night.
“We will stepped on the field for a win 
only, even though we were already going to 
make the playoffs,” said sophomore mid­
fielder Marcello Castro. “We can’t forget 
FDU took us out off the playoffs last year 
at our own field, so there was no better time 
for a rematch and pay it back.”
Although the Pioneers had already 
clinched a playoff birth, they knew it was 
important to get the win to get a higher 
seed.
“The game against FDU is was as 
important as any other game regardless of 
if we clinched playoffs already,” said senior 
mid fielder Sergio Freitas. “It was a good 
preparation game for us, we needed to get 
a result not only to get a higher seed in the 
tourney but also to boost our confidence 
before we head into playoffs.”
Senior goaltender, Tyler Locatell, had a 
career high 6 saves in the game, and gradu­
ate Patrick Daka got off four shots. The 
Pioneers outshot FDU 18-14.
“Despite the tie yesterday we played 
really well and are very excited for the 
playoffs,” said senior mid fielder Billy 
Richards. “We got the #2 seed, which is the 
best finish ever for our team and avoided 
playing the host team in the first playoff 
game which is great. The whole team can­
not wait for next weekend and if we play 
the way that we know we can there’s no 
reason why we cannot win the conference 
championship,” said Richards.
This is the third time the Pioneers 
have made it into the Northeast Conference 
Tournament, and the Pioneers couldn’t be 
more ready.
“Being it’s the last year for a bunch of 
us seniors it feels great to accomplish our 
main goal from the beginning of the season 
which was to make playoffs, said senior 
mid fielder Lusiano Dadario. “On our way 
we broke records and turned a lot of heads 
because no one expected us to do as well 
as we did.”
“But now its time to put everything 
behind us and continue to succeed next 
week in playoffs,” said Dadario.
The Pioneers are back in action in their 
first tournament game tomorrow when they 
take on St. Francis (PA). As winning the 
Northeast Conference title Monmouth will 
host the 2010 postseason tournament.
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SATURDAY, November 13 
Connecticut 6 Tournament 
Mohegan sun Arena - 4 p.m.
